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CHAIR’S COLUMN

An Interview with Ed in Cabo

Cabo was—well Cabo. Beau-
tiful landscapes, sand, sea,
whales, dolphins and
mmmm…great food. The

setting was a beach resort where all
rooms faced the ocean. The pool
was warm, the drinks flowed, and
the sunset, ah yes, the sunset was

amazing. The not too infrequent whale sighting was the
only regular interruption faced by the members in
attendance. The Family Law Section’s Annual Retreat
was a labor of love for our, Chair Ed O’Donnell. I had
the opportunity to touch base with Ed at the retreat to
discuss some of his thoughts on his year as our leader.

ASC: Charles Vuotto wants to know how many
scouting trips he can legitimately take to plan for Aruba?

EO: Legitimately? One trip would be sufficient. I
would highly recommend that he take five or six trips.

ASC: Aside from being able to convince a few hun-
dred people to go on vacation with you, what is the
purpose of these annual retreats?

EO: In the corporate world, they call it team build-
ing. The paradox is that we make our living by being
adversaries, but we work together as the Family Law
Section in shaping the substantive law and the proce-
dures and policies affecting the administration of jus-
tice in the family part. These retreats give everyone
the opportunity to build and nurture relationships,
which facilitate the work we do collectively as an
organized bar.

There is the educational component as well. You will
recall that at each of our three substantive programs,
we had a standing-room-only crowd. Many of our mem-
bers missed tee times and prime sun-worshiping
opportunities to attend the programs.

Lastly, the members of the section all work very, very
hard, not just in their individual practices, but in doing
the work of the section itself. The Annual Retreat gives

us an opportunity to collectively reward ourselves for
a job well done.

ASC: This was a busy year for you as chair of the
Family Law Section Executive Committee and presi-
dent of the Essex County Bar Association. I know you
relied on many of us to assist you, but are there any
people in particular who should be acknowledged?

EO: Yes, there are people who should be acknowl-
edged, but the list is too long! The successes of the past
year have been truly attributable to the hard work of
many individuals. Indeed, much of the work was even
done by our section members who do not sit on the
executive committee, but who nevertheless chaired or
sat on various subcommittees. It was clearly a year
where everybody pitched in, and I think the section is
stronger for that.

Of course, there were members who truly wowed
me. Our Young Lawyers Division co-chairs, Sheryl

All Things Support: 
A Note About This Issue
by Amy Sara Cores

This issue focuses on issues relating to support.
Specifically, we have articles addressing alimo-
ny, palimony, and support modifications. This
publication has not had a themed issue in some

time, a void the editors hope to fill in the future. We
hope this issue will serve as a relevant and up-to-date
guide for all practitioners on all things support.

Frank Louis has penned a relevant piece on one of
the most talked about legal issues today, palimony. As
many of our readers are aware, this issue is at the fore-
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 Seiden and Carrie Schultz, were on
fire. Amanda Trigg did an outstand-
ing job chairing the legislation sub-
committee; Bea Kandell worked
feverishly on the CourtSmart and
rule committees; everyone on the
Cabo committee, including your-
self, Jeralyn Lawrence, Alison Leslie,
Stephanie Hagan and Jerry D’Aniel-
lo, worked their “burros” off! It was
truly a team effort!

ASC: You took time specifically
to discuss the status of the palimo-
ny statute. Can you give some
insight into the position of the sec-
tion and the status?

EO: This really took us by sur-
prise. As you know, the bill is essen-
tially a statute of frauds, which says
that any agreement between unmar-
ried persons for support must be in
writing. The legislation itself is a
knee-jerk reaction to probably some
legitimate criticism voiced in the
wake of the Roccamonte and
Devaney decisions. Obviously, the
bill goes too far. This bill is danger-
ous. People, mostly women, will be
hurt by it. The section did oppose
the bill in 2004. And until recently,
we thought the bill was dead. We are
doing our best to lobby against the
Assembly’s proposed sister legisla-
tion. We have also put together a
subcommittee, consisting of myself,
Amanda Trigg, Bonnie Frost, Chuck
Vuotto, Rebecka Whitmarsh and
Cheryl Connors, that will be draft-
ing our own proposed bill so the
Legislature will have a choice.

ASC: Another hot topic this year
has been the recommendation to
dissolve the current Skills and
Methods program in favor of
mandatory continuing legal educa-
tion. How do you think this is going
to affect our section?

EO: You know it’s a funny thing.
Look at the attendance records for all
of the family law and matrimonial
continuing legal education programs
co-sponsored by our section. Look at
Frank Louis’ Annual Symposium,
which now draws more than 500

people. For our section members,
there really was never a need to make
continuing legal education mandato-
ry. Nevertheless, I anticipate that more
people will be joining the NJSBA and
the Family Law Section to avail them-
selves of the continuing legal educa-
tion programs that are now mandato-
ry. Growth is a good thing. And the
irony is that the section will be better
for mandatory continuing legal edu-
cation. As for our younger lawyers, the
substantive and mentoring programs
we have sponsored as a section are, in
my opinion, much more valuable and
relevant than Skills and Methods.

ASC: What has been your great-
est accomplishment as chair of the
section?

EO: Well, there were a couple of
highlights. Chief Justice Stuart Rabn-
er’s initiative to appoint a committee
to oversee the CourtSmart recording
system as a result of our subcommit-
tee’s work, as well as the dialogue
relating to Justice Barry Albin’s
report on public access to matrimo-
nial records come to mind. But, for
me, the most important things have
been the relationships we have built
and strengthened with the NJSBA
officers and trustees, with the bench
and with each other. The outreach
initiatives started by Ivette Alvarez,
when she was chair, and continued
by Lizanne Ceconi and myself, have
borne incredible fruit. There is more
diversity in the section, and the
young lawyers have really stepped
up to the plate. I really cannot take
credit for most of this, but I am grate-
ful that so much has been accom-
plished during my tenure.

ASC:What would you like to see
accomplished by the section next
year, or what goals should we be
setting to accomplish?

EO:There are several things on the
agenda already. We need to resolve the
issue of the proposed bylaws, espe-
cially as it pertains to the editorial
independence of the Family Lawyer.
This is an extremely important issue,
and the subject of a piece I am writ-
ing for publication. Ironically, the edi-
torial may not be published in the
Family Lawyer. Seeing the pending

palimony legislation issue through to
its end, and hopefully its demise, is
extremely important. And, of course,
the section itself has to take a more
active role in continuing legal educa-
tion programming throughout the
year. The important thing, though, is
that the section continues to be
responsive to its membership and fol-
low the lead of its membership in
addressing issues that are important
to our individual members. We have
to address their goals and their issues.
I suspect that issues dealing with the
economics of practicing family law
will be in the forefront.

ASC: Okay. So now that you have
publically announced your engage-
ment to Alison during the Annual
Retreat. I am sure everyone wants
to know who will be preparing the
pre-nups.

EO: I am sure everyone does
want to know, but it’s privileged!

ASC: Good luck to Ed and Ali-
son. We wish them the best. As his
term as chair has ended, I would
note that Ed has continued the tra-
dition of inclusiveness. There were
many new faces on the executive
committee, at the retreat, and at the
many events throughout the
year. He also actively encouraged
the young lawyers of our section,
who have blossomed into an active
group of future leaders. �

Interviewed by Amy Sara Cores
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front of the current discussions at
the state bar level, and with our state
Legislature. This article is in part a
response to recently proposed legis-
lation and in part a statement of the
legal principles and policies driving
the maintenance of a legal system
that compels us to maintain palimo-
ny as a cause of action.

We next have an article previous-
ly published by John Finnerty several
years ago. This version, updated with
Amy Sara Cores, remains relevant to
the practice. The authors provide a

practical guide to the presentation of
a case dealing with the issue of
alimony, as well as references to
cases to assist the practitioner.

Charles F. Vuotto Jr. and Lisa Steir-
man Harvey address the issue of
permanent versus limited duration
alimony. The authors tackle this
complicated quandary of which the
courts have given practitioners lim-
ited guidance. Importantly, the
authors have given our readers a
comprehensive overview of the
case law on this subject.

Robin Bogan addresses the cur-
rent economic crisis and making
modification applications to the

court. The article presents an
overview of arguments, relevant
economic facts, case law, and most
importantly, creative suggestions for
the court and practitioner when
addressing these issues.

Finally, Elizabeth Vinhal discusses
involuntary loss of employment
and its potential impact on support
obligations.

The Editorial Board also wishes a
speedy recovery to our editor in
chief emeritus, Lee Hymerling. It
has been through his efforts and
devotion to this publication that it
exists as a guide to both the courts
and practitioners. �
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Prior to our Supreme Court’s
decision in Lepis v. Lepis,1 it
was far from clear whether
any litigant, after signing a

property settlement agreement,
could go back to court to change
the terms of their settlement. Cer-
tainly, the idea that settlements are
sacrosanct and entitled to enforce-
ment with certainty would have led
one to question the ability to ‘re-do’
consensual agreements and alter
the terms of the previously execut-
ed contract. As we now know, our
Supreme Court in Lepis gave liti-
gants that right and fathered a new
‘sub-industry’ of post-judgment
Lepis applications. For that, we
thank the Court for the ability to
offer our litigants a ‘new product
line’ with, of course, concomitant
expenses to be paid to counsel.

The ebb and flow of the amount
of Lepis applications in some part
reflects the ebb and flow of our
economy. When either extreme pre-
dominates, such as the expansive
economic times during the 1980s
or the current recession of the early
2000s, there would seemingly be an
increase in such applications. While
increases pursuant to court orders
in the 1980s seemed somewhat
prevalent, the opposite does not
seem to be true presently, as our
courts now are relying upon the
court-imposed requirement that the
change not be predicated upon a
temporary alteration in the factual
matrix. The trial level courts now
are rejecting such applications,
predicated upon the Supreme

Court’s statement in Lepis that:

Courts have consistently rejected
requests for modification based on
circumstances which are only tempo-
rary or which are expected but have
not yet occurred.2

From that brief one-line com-
mentary citing in support thereof
three cases, none of which deal
with temporary alterations in cir-
cumstances, we have now devel-
oped a body of law that requires
something substantially more than
a temporary alteration to obtain
relief. The question is, why?

The cases cited by the Supreme
Court for the above proposition
that the change be more than tem-
porary are the Appellate Division’s
1949 opinions in Sassman v. Sass-
man3 and McDonald v. McDonald.4

In Sassman, the individual was
retired and unemployed, however,
was receiving unemployment com-
pensation and Social Security bene-
fits. At the time of the decision, the
litigant’s unemployment benefits
had not ceased. Similarly, in McDon-
ald, while the payor was terminated
from employment, he had been
given severance of a year’s salary, as
well as two months of vacation pay,
and at the time of the application
had not suffered any actual eco-
nomic downturn.

It is from these two rather limit-
ed opinions, in very specific fact sit-
uations, that we have now expand-
ed the Lepis requirement of a non-
temporary reduction to the current

requirement. This requirement was
most recently affirmed in Larbig v.
Larbig,5 where a payor’s applica-
tion to reduce support filed 20
months after the entry of divorce
was deemed premature and tempo-
rary, not entitling the payor to a
downward modification.

In order to obtain a downward
modification, our Supreme Court in
Lepis determined that a prima
facia showing would be required.
The Court stated such a prima
facia showing as follows:

when the movant is seeking modifica-
tion of an alimony award, that party
must demonstrate that changed cir-
cumstances have substantially
impaired the ability to support himself
or herself.6

Nothing in that statement
requires permanency. What the
statement provides, as is equitable,
is that there is a showing at the time
of the application that a fact or facts
have changed that now substantial-
ly impair the ability [of a party] to
support him or herself. Nothing
says a word about it being long-
standing.

When someone loses their job
and does not have other economic
resources, they face the real-life
problem immediately of paying for
their home, clothing, medical
needs, and a host of other daily
requirements. These costs are not
abated. These expenses do not
await some future showing of our
inability to pay. Those problems are

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF’S COLUMN
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immediate. The question is, how
long does someone have to face
such immediate problems before a
court of equity imposes something
that is fair, just and equitable?

Would it not be fair, just, and
equitable to impose some immedi-
ate relief with the opportunity to
review that relief, based upon other
events that may or may not occur in
the future? Such an analysis could
utilize the same thought process as
articulated in Mallamo, where pen-
dente lite relief can be altered at
time of trial. Certainly, it would
seem far more equitable to recog-
nize the reality of an immediate
economic event rather than force
someone into likely violations of a
property settlement agreement,
noncompliance of a court order,
and motions in violation of litigant’s
rights. All of these seemingly pro-
vide an inequitable result that
ignores the predominate fact that if
the money simply is not there, it
cannot be paid.

Given the perilous economic
times we are now encountering,
does there really need to be a show-
ing over many months for someone
who has lost their job that they can
no longer afford that which was
previously agreed to? Is it not a
wiser, fairer course of conduct to
allow for interim relief, and perhaps
adjust the interim relief later in time
when a new job is obtained? Should
there really be a requirement that
the payor must go into arrears on
his or her credit cards, risk foreclo-
sure of his or her property, reduce
savings down to nothing and incur
debt, while searching for a job in a
limited or nonexistent job market,
and not be able to obtain relief?

The fairest way to analyze these
types of applications is through the
prism of that which would have
been undertaken if the family unit
had remained intact. In such a situa-
tion, if one or both of the parties
lost their jobs there would have
been a ‘kitchen table discussion’ to
reduce expenses, to limit costs, to
do all a prudent family would do in
difficult economic times. In the

event a divorce precedes such
events, the same thought pattern
and decision-making should be
imposed. In fact, we currently do
that in the body of case law regard-
ing child support.

Under Zazzo, and its progeny,
our courts already have articulated
that an increase in economic fac-
tors for a supporting parent alone
can justify an increase in child sup-
port, as the children of divorce
never are deemed divorced and are
viewed as part of an ‘intact family.’
That same philosophy can and
should apply during adverse eco-
nomic times.

The failure to provide for such
temporary relief creates violators of
court orders who likely never have
violated a law or order in their life.
It creates individuals who are
viewed as being defiant of existing
orders (haven’t we all made those
types of arguments) when the reali-
ty is there simply are not the same
funds that were previously avail-
able.

The Supreme Court in Lepis pro-
vided a safety valve, even though
the parties consensually agreed to
very finite, concrete terms. That
safety valve was imposed because it
was the fair and just thing to do.
Similarly, the fair and just thing to
do in these adverse economic times
is to provide the individual who is
suffering due to those economic
forces relief. Such relief must be
immediate to be relief at all. Such
relief must be effectuated before all
of the assets are utilized, before the
savings for college are utilized,
before the credit card balances
exponentially increase and before
foreclosure is imminent. For relief
to be meaningful it needs to be
swift. It would seem the non-tem-
porary requirement Lepis matter-of-
factly imposed upon such applica-
tions is not appropriate in these
economic times. Rather, it is sug-
gested that a prima facia case is
made where, regardless of the
length of time of the adverse eco-
nomic circumstances, the current
economic needs of the entire fami-

ly cannot be satisfied with the cur-
rent economic resources of the
entire family. If that standard is
applied, and relief is immediately
imposed, we can eliminate repeti-
tive enforcement applications,
repetitive motions in aid of litigant’s
rights, and repetitive denials of the
economic reality these individuals
really face. It is the fair, just, and
equitable resolution of such dire
economic situations.

Certainly, the fair, just, and equi-
table resolution should carry the
day over an artificial imposition of a
requirement that neither has statu-
tory basis nor sound judicial foot-
ing. It is a proposal that, given the
current economic situation, needs
to be immediately addressed so
everyone in the family has a stake in
the economic fortunes of the fami-
ly, whether in good times or bad. �

ENDNOTES
1. 83 N.J. 139 (1980).
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6. Id. at 157.
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The editorial board of the
New Jersey Family Lawyer
takes pride in recognizing
Mark H. Sobel as the 2009

recipient of the Saul Tischler Family
Law Section Award. Since the incep-
tion of that award in the early
1980s, its winners have represented
the very best of New Jersey’s family
law bench and bar. We take pride in
Mark receiving this singular honor
because of his long service as one
of our own, and, for 11 years, his
service as only the second editor-in-
chief of the New Jersey Family
Lawyer since its founding in 1981.
His tenure with this publication has
been exemplary, but it is only one
component of his distinguished
career as an advocate; an active
member of the New Jersey State
Bar Association’s Family Law Sec-
tion; a longtime member of the
New Jersey court’s Family Part Prac-
tice Committee and it Subcommit-
tee on Rules and Procedures; a for-
mer member of the Supreme
Court’s Special Committee on Mat-
rimonial Litigation; and, as a highly
regarded writer and lecturer.

Mark’s accomplishments have
lead to him being recognized as a
Super Lawyer, and he continues to
be listed in Best Lawyers in Ameri-
ca. And now Mark has added to his
impressive curriculum vitae the
well-deserved title of Tischler hon-
oree. The fact that hundreds of his
colleagues and friends joined him
for the awards dinner and ceremo-
ny reflect the respect he has earned
from his colleagues.

There have been many facets to

Mark’s career. George Washington
University and the University of
Pennsylvania School of Law prepared
Mark well for what lay ahead. His
experience as an Essex County pros-
ecutor afforded Mark perspectives
on how the law is administered. It
gave Mark a unique opportunity to
know the courtroom, and also how
the judicial process operated in New
Jersey’s most pressurized counties. It
also allowed Mark to gain experience
in a part of the judicial system few
family lawyers ever see.

Upon leaving the prosecutor’s
office in 1980, Mark joined Green-
baum, Rowe, Smith & Davis, and has
been a partner of the firm since
1985. Mark is now honored to serve
that firm as one of its co-managing
partners, a tribute to the trust and
high regard in which Mark is held
by those with whom he practices.

At Greenbaum, Rowe, Mark
learned from a master mentor, and
one of New Jersey’s finest lawyers,
Paul Rowe. Their close relationship
was evident as Paul spoke from his
heart when he had the honor of
presenting Mark’s award.

Five aspects of Mark’s profes-
sional life deserve special mention.

First, for more than 25 years of
service Mark has been far more
than simply a member of the New

Jersey State Bar Association’s Family
Law Section. He has been a member
of the section’s executive commit-
tee for two decades. Mark was a
past chair and officer. Mark’s abili-
ties have shaped many of the posi-
tions our section has taken, which
have benefited not only the bar but
also the public. Early in his career
on the executive committee, a past
chair chose Mark to argue the sec-
tion’s position before the New Jer-
sey Supreme Court.

Second, for more than 15 years

Mark has served on either or both
the New Jersey Supreme Court
Family Part Practice Committee and
its Subcommittee on Rule and Gen-
eral Procedures, and in late 1990s,
on the New Jersey Supreme Court’s
Special Committee on Matrimonial
Litigation. The latter presented a
blueprint for the family part and
family law practice in our state. On
both, Mark was the antithesis of a
‘back bencher.’ Mark’s insights were
instrumental in the creation of
many rules under which we now all
practice. His lively intellect, cou-
pled with the persuasiveness of his
arguments, often carried the day. If
truth be told, Mark was the author
of such provisions as the rights and
responsibilities language that must
be included in all retainer agree-

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF EMERITUS COLUMN

Mark H. Sobel: 
A Worthy Tischler Award Recipient
by Lee M. Hymerling

Mark’s insights were instrumental in the creation of
many rules under which we now all practice. His lively
intellect, coupled with the persuasiveness of his
arguments, often carried the day.
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ments we now sign.
Third, Mark’s reputation and

influence can be seen in his fre-
quent participation in Institute for
Continuing Legal Education and
other continuing legal education
programs, addressing some the
most critical family law issues of
our times. A high-powered and
engaging speaker, it is never hard to
learn from Mark’s teachings. He is
fascinated by what he does,
believes in the causes he advocates
and is able to project himself from
the podium in a way that has bene-
fited a generation of New Jersey
family lawyers.

Fourth, Mark has been a lawyer’s
lawyer, and the epitome of what we
all aspire to be. Hearing Mark argue
is a learning experience in and of
itself. Despite being well over 50,
his youthful appearance and his
unbounded energy is omnipresent.

And finally, Mark’s singular lead-

ership of this publication that he so
loves cannot be overemphasized. As
only the second editor-in-chief of
the New Jersey Family Lawyer,
Mark immediately discovered the
heavy responsibility that comes
with the title. He understood the
pressure of having issues come out
in a timely fashion; the importance
of quality control; and the unique
role the editor-in-chief plays as one
of only three people whose
columns, should he so elect, may
appear in each issue. He under-
stood the importance of the pulpit
the job affords. His words reach
more than 1,000 people each time
an issue appears. He has an oppor-
tunity, spanning years, that few in
our chosen field are accorded. And,
he has not wasted that opportunity.
From his pen (or these days his
computer) come pithy columns
that have important things to say.
And he has been heard.

Mark has also played a critical
role in expanding the breadth of this
publication by broadening the base
of its editorial board, a board that
now spans the ages, backgrounds
and life experiences of our section’s
membership. Not only does he make
our editorial board meetings lively
and fun, he also draws out the best
from each of our editors.

I have had the great good for-
tune to not only call Mark my close
friend, but also to watch his career
for almost 30 years. He is a credit to
our profession, a spokesman for
what each one of us does, a scholar
and a fine human being. To Mark
and his wonderful wife, Wendy, our
editorial board extends hearty con-
gratulations for this well-deserved
recognition. He is, indeed, one who
is deserving of this award for “his
singular contributions to the
advancement of family law in the
state of New Jersey.” �
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(Editor’s Note: The full version of
this article has not been published
here. This is merely an excerpted,
edited version of it. The entire
article, which provides more detail
and context of the history of the
law on palimony, was published in
the Family Law Symposium
seminar materials on Jan. 31,
2009. Original editing of this article
was provided by Hany A. Mawla.)

There is perhaps no area of
the law as misconstrued
and misunderstood as pal-
imony. This is largely the

function of the law having devel-
oped through a series of cases that
generally involved egregious facts
that warranted judicial interven-
tion. Thus, the law evolved from
these cases, which involved stark
facts and are not the cases we nec-
essarily, as practicing attorneys
address. Nor should the law solely
be governed by cases involving
extreme facts. Ask attorneys how
palimony cases are resolved and
most will say by a lump sum pay-
ment; however, a lump sum pay-
ment is but one way cases might be
resolved, it is not the only way,
either under existing law or under
the proposal outlined in this article.

This article will address why the
law is misunderstood, and analyze
palimony principles from the per-
spective of what the actual legal
principles are and how they logi-
cally fit in our overall body of law.
Logic is important here because it
begets fairness, and palimony legal
principles should, fundamentally, be
consistent with the overriding pub-
lic policy in the area of family law,
which is fairness and equity to the
litigants. Fairness and common

sense necessarily mean that eco-
nomic realities must be considered
as well. Whether tried or settled
lawyers, litigants and judges alike
should consider the ability to pay,
‘lifestyle’ and tax consequences, to
name but a few considerations, in
making palimony awards fair.

IMPLIED CONTRACT THEORY AS
MEANS FOR ACHIEVING FAIRNESS

At the outset, and as noted, this
article dispenses with the historical
overview of palimony cases in New
Jersey, which starts with Judge
Bertram Polow’s decision in
Kozlowski v. Kozlowski.1 The New
Jersey Supreme Court granted cer-
tiorari, and ultimately adopted the
California Supreme Court’s reason-
ing in Marvin v. Marvin2 to establish
palimony as a cause of action in New
Jersey. And while the concept of pal-
imony as being one only borne of an
express contract and one only com-
pensable by way of lump sum award
seems to have been the product of
the early case law (Crowe and its
progeny included), the history of the
law is important because the intent,
at least as articulated in Marvin and
adopted by our courts, is more
nuanced than that.

In Devaney v. L’Esperance,3 the
Supreme Court quoted Marvin at
length in articulating the intent of
the law in palimony:

In summary, we believe that the
prevalence of nonmarital relation-
ships in modern society and the social
acceptance of them, marks this as a
time when our courts should by no
means apply the doctrine of the
unlawfulness of the so-called meretri-
cious relationship to the instant case.
As we have explained, the nonen-

forceability of agreements expressly
providing for meretricious conduct
rested upon the fact that such con-
duct, as the word suggests, pertained
to and encompassed prostitution. To
equate the nonmarital relationship of
today to such a subject matter is to do
violence to an accepted and wholly
different practice.

We are aware that many young
couples live together without the sol-
emnization of marriage, in order to
make sure that they can successfully
later undertake marriage. This trial
period, preliminary to marriage,
serves as some assurance that the
marriage will not subsequently end in
dissolution to the harm of both par-
ties. We are aware, as we have stated,
of the pervasiveness of nonmarital
relationships in other situations.

The mores of the society have
indeed changed so radically in regard
to cohabitation that we cannot
impose a standard based on alleged
moral considerations that have appar-
ently been so widely abandoned by so
many.

We conclude that the judicial bar-
riers that may stand in the way of a
policy based upon the fulfillment of
the reasonable expectations of the
parties to a nonmarital relationship
should be removed. As we have
explained, the courts now hold that
express agreements will be enforced
unless they rest on an unlawful mere-
tricious consideration.4

Crowe v. DeGioia5 was the next
time cohabitation was addressed by
our courts. The Appellate Division
there affirmed the trial court deci-
sion, which found that an express
contract existed where Mr. DeGioia
had “expressly promised to take
care of Crowe for the rest of his

The Question of Fairness in Palimony
by Frank A. Louis
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life.”6 In affirming the lower court’s
decision to award a lump sum to
Ms. Crowe, the court relied on
Kozlowski, where the court award-
ed “a sum equal to the present value
of the reasonable annual support
payable for her life expectancy.”

Thus, Crowe and Kozlowski are
premised on the same factual find-
ing of the existence of an enforce-
able contract, but each trial judge
determined what the terms of the
contract were. Each judge ultimate-
ly concluded, based on the evi-
dence presented in each case, that
promises were made for the depen-
dent party to be supported for the
rest of her life. Just because there
was a ‘contract,’ however, did not
mean it was a contract to provide
support for the remainder of the
other party’s life. For example, in
Crowe, Judge Robert Garrenger Jr.
made factual findings concerning
what was not included in the con-
tract (i.e. there had not been a
promise to equally share the assets
that had been acquired), thus
emphasizing the critical nature of
fact finding in the analysis.

The lesson here is that there are
no automatic givens or mandated
remedies merely because people
live together. The result of both
Crowe and Kozlowski flowed from
the trial court’s finding that each
man had made a promise for life-
time support. Critical to the analysis
is an understanding of what the
contract was, and, in most cases, it is
implied not express (i.e. it arises
from conduct not words). Even
more critical to understanding the
nature of the contract is for one to
fully appreciate that the case law,
having been predicated on the
quoted language from Marvin
supra, does not mean the court will
only enforce an express contract,
and only do so in the manner
affirmed by the appellate courts in
Crowe and Kozlowski.

In order to understand that a
lump sum award is not the only
means by which a palimony case
may be resolved, we must begin by
utilizing implied contract theory as

a means to approach a palimony
case. This is because implied con-
tracts achieve the Supreme Court’s
goal that both contract law and
equitable considerations of fairness
should equally apply in palimony
matters as they do in family law alto-
gether. Utilizing an implied contract
analysis allows courts to focus on
what they do best—applying the
law to the facts and assuring the end
result is fair—both as a matter of
economics and fundamental policy.

The Supreme Court cases make it
clear under a contractual analysis
that parties’ palimony agreement
can either be express or implied. The
contractual approach is clearly not
the author’s preference, but it can be
utilized without sacrificing the true
equitable nature of palimony. In
advocating for the use of implied
contract theory, it is important to
understand what is not an express
contract. An express contract,
according to Samuel Williston in
Williston On Contracts: A Treatise
on the Law of Contracts, is one
whose terms are stated by the par-
ties. In contrast, an implied contract
is one whose terms are not so stated.

Williston defines an implied con-
tract as:

An implied contract refers to that
class of obligations which arises from
mutual agreement and intent to
promise, when the agreement and
promise have simply not been
expressed in words. Despite the fact
that no words of promise or agree-
ment have been used, such transac-
tions are nevertheless true contracts
and may properly be called “inferred
contracts” or “contracts implied in
fact.”7

According to Williston, a promise
may be stated in words or may be
inferred wholly in part from con-
duct.8 How people interact with
each other provides a more equi-
table framework for determining
their rights, duties and obligations
when relationships end. People
should be responsible for the con-
sequences of their actions; how

they acted in their relationship
with each other is a fair standard to
determine what they should be
required to do for each other when
the relationship ends.

Except in the rarest cases, do
people who reside together ever
make express contracts concerning
legally binding obligations? It simply
is not the nature of life or personal
relationships for such clear and
unequivocal promises to be made.
But at the same time, both as a mat-
ter of contract law, policy and fair-
ness, obligations may be created by
conduct, which help define the
impact of the relationship on the
parties. How people interact and
treat each other determines the eco-
nomic impact on them. That impact
(i.e. the result of the relationship)
helps determine whether there
should be obligations when the rela-
tionship ends and what those oblig-
ations should be. The Supreme
Court said as much in Roccamonte;
“each couple defines its way of life
and each party’s expected contribu-
tions to it in its own way.”9

Thus, the impact of those deci-
sions on the parties should deter-
mine the scope of the legal duty
when the relationship ends.

Yet, the trio of Supreme Court
cases creating and defining palimo-
ny as a cause of action in New Jer-
sey turned primarily on what trial
courts found to be an express
promise. Not only are such con-
tracts uncommon, they are improb-
able, and so are the results reached
within the case law. Indeed, a
promise to support another person
for life without regard to ability, and
without considering one’s future
financial circumstances or whether
one later decides to marry, seems
unlikely an occurrence under any
circumstances. So how can the law
be based on the improbable?

The law should be predicated on
a realistic appraisal of these rela-
tionships and how people actually
live, and within the context of pub-
lic policy that at the end of a mar-
riage-like relationship the parties
should treat each other fairly.10 As
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the Supreme Court said in Crowe v.
DeGioia,11 “to achieve substantial
justice in other cases, we have
adjusted the rights and duties of
parties in light of the realities of
their relationship.”12 Why, then,
should palimony cases be any dif-
ferent? Each party has an obligation
when the relationship ends to be
fair to each other.

In Carino v. O’Malley,13 Judge
Katharine Sweeney Hayden recent-
ly, perceptively and correctly based
her analysis on the principles of
fairness set forth by the Court in
Kozlowski and Crowe. Carino
involved a 17-year relationship that
began in 1988, when the plaintiff
was an 18-year-old college sopho-
more and the defendant, then 55
and divorced, was a member of the
board of directors of a financial bro-
kerage firm in Philadelphia.

O’Malley filed a summary judg-
ment motion arguing since the par-
ties never cohabitated the com-
plaint must be dismissed based on
Levine v. Konvitz.14 In Levine the
Appellate Division dismissed a pal-
imony case because it concluded
that absent cohabitation there could
not be a valid palimony claim. Ulti-
mately, and tellingly on the issue of
fairness, that case was reversed by
the New Jersey Supreme Court in
L’Esperance v. Devaney,15 but Cari-
no was written after Levine and
prior to L’Esperance.

In Carino, Judge Hayden, reject-
ed cohabitation as a prerequisite for
a valid palimony claim, and held
that such bright line tests are incon-
gruent with palimony as a cause of
action.16 She specifically pointed
out the language in Roccamonte
quoted above, emphasizing that fact
sensitivity in palimony matters via
the analysis of a couple’s way of life
and their contribution to it is the
“hallmark of all [palimony] cases.”

She noted that:

as well it should be and must be,
because the palimony cause of action
arose out of equitable concerns, and
has been deemed to belong in the
Chancery Division, Family Part, where

a fact sensitive approach is the funda-
mental task for each decision maker.17

Thus, by utilizing the implied
contract principles set forth in
Carino, the palimony analysis is
consistent with contract law and
does not require a trial court to
ignore the Supreme Court finding
cohabitation cases are to be deter-
mined not by the parties’ relation-
ship but by the parties’ promises.18

In other words, because promises
in an implied contract are not spe-
cific, the courts, as Williston noted,
focus on conduct. How parties con-
duct themselves in their relation-
ship determines their rights, duties
and obligations, which is most
appropriate. Parties who live
together for a significant period of
time and have a marital family-type
relationship and inter-dependent
economics should have responsibil-
ities to each other when their rela-
tionship ends. Parties who create,
by virtue of their conduct, an eco-
nomic dependency of one to the
other should expect the law to
impose a remedy appropriate to
their conduct.

Following from this, is whether
or not the court owes an obligation
of fairness to the parties by man-
dating a lump sum payment at the
conclusion of a palimony case, and
whether, by not requiring such a
payment, ability to pay, ‘lifestyle’ and
taxes should be a consideration.
Unequivocally, the answer is “yes.”

As emphasized by L’Esperance,
Kozlowski as a matter of policy
concluded that agreements
between adult parties living togeth-
er are enforceable provided the
contract is not predicated on a rela-
tionship proscribed by law or on a
promise to marry. Reviewing the
precise language in Marvin v.
 Marvin,19 the infamous California
case upon which Kozlowski is
predicated, is also helpful. Marvin
addressed the responsibility of
courts to fulfill “the reasonable
expectations of the parties.” Impor-
tantly, Marvin emphasized the
expectation was of both parties.

That important observation seem-
ingly has been lost because often
the obligor in palimony matters is
called upon to pay the award in one
lump sum fashion with little or no
regard to the ability to pay.

The Roccamonte Court stated
that a trial court first had to deter-
mine if there was contract and, if
so, what were its terms.

We made clear in Kozlowski that the
right to support in that situation does
not derive from the relationship, but
rather is a right created by contract.
Because, however, the subject of that
contract is intensely personal rather
than transactional in a customary
sense, special considerations must be
taken into account by a court obliged
to determine whether such a contract
has been entered into and what it’s
terms are.20

Where the unique circumstances
involved such “intensely personal”
relationships, the Supreme Court
has directed trial courts “give spe-
cial consideration” in determining
what the terms of the contract
were. Thus, if we are truly consider-
ing what the terms of a contract
arising from the way two parties
resided with one another are,
should we investigate how they
lived? What were their incomes,
expenses, assets and liabilities?
How did they play a factor in their
lifestyle and the promises they
made to one another? If we do this,
we will find that it is rare that one
party would promise to provide
another a lump sum payment, let
alone a lump sum payment without
consideration of how the parties
lived.

In assessing fairness issues and
the feasibility of a lump sum pay-
ment, the case law points out many
factors for consideration that are
consistent with an alimony or an
equitable distribution analysis. For
example, in Zaragoza v. Capriola,21

the ultimate conclusion was that
cohabitation of 11 months was
inadequate to establish a palimony
obligation. While the court in
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Zaragoza concluded that no agree-
ment existed between the parties,
either express or implied, it is clear
from reading the entire case and
the references to the length of time
involved in the precedents, that the
true basis of the decision was that
the length of this cohabitation was
not sufficient to warrant legal pro-
tection.

The Zaragoza court also noted
that the commitment people make
to each other, such as relinquishing
other relationships, providing com-
panionship and fulfilling needs
financially, emotionally, physically
and socially, is sufficient considera-
tion to enable such contracts to be
enforced, but that they did not exist
in that case.22

This is similar to the limited
duration alimony cases involving
very short marriages where the par-
ties enjoyed an elevated lifestyle.
This is also similar to the case law in
equitable distribution, requiring the
court assume that a marital “part-
nership” existed and consider the
sacrifices and contributions made
by the parties during the marriage
in the division of assets.23 These
considerations occur because not
all relationships create legal duties
and responsibilities. Before a court
will impose a legal obligation, there
must be some policy justification to
do so. In the cohabitant setting,
unlike a marriage, the relationship
must be of sufficient duration to
convince a court that a legal
responsibility exists. Similarly, in a
marriage, there must be some poli-
cy reason to justify imposing an
alimony responsibility on a spouse.

Generally, that policy reason is
reflective of the marital relation-
ship with one party making eco-
nomic and non-economic contribu-
tions or, alternatively, sacrifices in
furtherance of that relationship. It is
what happened during the relation-
ship that determines whether an
alimony obligation exists. Similarly,
in the palimony analysis the law
should focus on the parties’ living
circumstances. In that fashion the
result is customized to realities of

the parties’ relationship and the
rights, duties and obligations are
created in effect, by what decisions
the parties made.

When a court refuses to enforce
a lifetime obligation to pay support
for people who are young and the
relationship is short, it is effectively
holding that principals of fairness
suggest that the parties did not
intend for there to be a legal entitle-
ment of the end. The remedy is
linked to the nature of the relation-
ship. Both Kozlowski and Zaragoza
cited Hewitt v. Hewitt.24 Zaragoza
in particular relied on the Hewitt
observation that before palimony
would be imposed, the plaintiff had
to demonstrate existence of a “sta-
ble family relationship extending
over a long period of time,” i.e.
examine how both the parties con-
ducted themselves. Utilizing merely
a contractual analysis, the determi-
nation of “damages” focuses on the
circumstances of only one party.
And so critical concepts such as
ability to pay or consideration of
both parties’ lifestyle become trivial-
ized and are lost if one were to pro-
ceed solely under contract theory.

As such, a statutory framework
should be developed setting forth
several factors to be considered in
palimony. Critical to assessing the
financial circumstances of a case,
especially as to the critical factors
in every case, are need and ability to
pay; moreover, a case information
statement from each party should
be a mandatory document in every
palimony case. Doing otherwise
creates a dual standard to resolve
cases in the family part that cannot
be justified on policy. Consistency is
important, provided it is fair and
furthers the public policy of equal
protection under the law. But
before discussing solutions for
assuring fairness in palimony, we
must first address how courts
address fairness in other family law
contexts.

There is a logical way to harmo-
nize palimony principles with fair-
ness and establish clear parameters
that satisfy not only the parties’

legitimate interests, but society’s
overriding concerns, all within the
same governing legal principles
and policy. Palimony law should
not be aberrational; it should be
consistent with the legal principles
applied in the family part. Enforc-
ing contracts in the family part is,
and should be, distinctly different
than in the commercial settings,
where free enterprise concepts
only allow the state to intervene if
the contract is either uncon-
scionable or void as contrary to
public policy.25 Given the uniquely
personal relationship between par-
ties in a palimony action, these
cases must be treated differently
than the typical commercial dis-
pute.

As Justice Morris Pashman
famously stated in Lepis, “contract
principles have little place in the
law of domestic relations.”26 Justice
Pashman’s choice of words is
instructive—he was not limiting
that broad policy statement to an
analysis of alimony under N.J.S.A.
2A:34-23. Rather, he used the terms
“domestic relations,” essentially
incorporating all actions now cog-
nizable under Part 5 of our Court
Rules—thus including palimony
actions. At present, contract princi-
ples hold not only a “little place” but
the entire place in palimony cases.

The Appellate Division has noted
that specific performance in the
family setting is an analysis that
requires the consideration of all the
circumstances.27 Recently, in Hog-
bin v. Hogbin-De Laurentis,28 an
unpublished Appellate Division
opinion written by two former fam-
ily part judges, the court noted trial
courts were “obligated to consider
the context in which this dispute
arose.” (emphasis added)

They noted that:

The law grants particular leniency to
agreements made in the domestic
arena, and likewise allows judges
greater discretion when interpreting
such agreements. Such discretion lies
in the principle that although marital
agreements are contractual in nature,
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contract principles have little place in
the law of domestic relations. Gugliel-
mo v. Guglielmo, 253 N.J. Super. 531,
542 (App. Div. 1992) (internal quotes
omitted).29

This approach fits nicely with
implied contracts, and is consistent
with the overall body of family law
interpreting agreements. The legal
standard must be linked to policy,
and when a standard creates unfair-
ness as opposed to assuring fairness
it is both poor policy and bad law.
The state’s interest is to assure fair-
ness at the end of a relationship, not
to guarantee a rigid inflexible con-
tractual analysis that has nothing to
do with fairness at all.

There is no greater evidence of
the primacy of policy and fairness
in family law than in examining the
instances where courts have
addressed conflicts between
accounting principles and family
law principles and issues. Both leg-
islatively and judicially, government
has recognized that abstract, but
nonetheless legitimate and market-
based accounting principles, must
nevertheless give way when they
conflict with implementing the
broader policy considerations pred-
icated on one simply fact: fairness is
the sine qua non in family cases.

For example, it is a general
accounting principle that when
assets are sold, a taxable event
occurs creating a liability for pay-
ment of capital gains taxes by the
selling party. Yet, that broad-based
principle was not applied to
divorces. The policy determination is
that it is inappropriate to tax people
who are selling assets to each other
“incident to a divorce.” To implement
this societal determination that peo-
ple should not be taxed when they
divide their assets in a divorce, Sec-
tion 1041 of the Internal Revenue
Code was adopted. That provision
provides that sales, denominated as
‘transfers,’ between spouses are not
taxable events so long as they are
“incident to a divorce.”

This policy determination was
implemented in the Deficit Reduc-

tion Act of 1984, where Congress
overruled the 1962 Supreme Court
Decision in the United States v.
Davis.30

Davis had held that transfers of
property from one spouse to anoth-
er, incident to a divorce, required
recognition of gain or loss. By enact-
ing Section 1041 of the Internal
Revenue Code as part of the 1984
amendments, Congress made clear
that for income tax purposes, no
gain or loss will be recognized by
the parties when there was a trans-
fer of properties incident to a
divorce. The policy determination
to provide spouses special treat-
ment is also exemplified by gift law,
which is philosophically related to
the Section 1041 transfers; in each
instance spouses may make unlimit-
ed gifts to each other without gift
tax consequences. Even children
are not treated so liberally, since
parental gifts are subject to gift tax
rules. Only spouses have the unre-
stricted freedom to do as they
please, a determination flowing
from the status of marriage as a fun-
damental societal institution.

Another illustration of family law
trumping accounting principles
was the provision in the regulations
relating to Section 71 of the Inter-
nal Revenue Code (IRC) permitting
parties to designate otherwise tax-
able income (i.e. alimony) as non-
taxable income. As with divorce-
related property transfers, the
determination was made that in
transactions involving spouses,
there was no public policy reason
to have a bright line rule that alimo-
ny must be deductible by the payor
and includable in the recipient’s
income. This distinction is particu-
larly significant; it emphasizes that
divorce-related transactions have
traditionally been treated different-
ly than other accounting transac-
tions. For example, even if a person
was an employee of a charitable
organization, he or she must report
their salary as part of their gross
taxable income. Only if people
marry do they have the right to des-
ignate income as tax-free income.31

A related, but different, area is
child support income. It is an obvi-
ous policy determination to desig-
nate that cash flow to be tax free.

In fact, the alimony deduction
itself is yet another example of pol-
icy dictating law. Until 1942, alimo-
ny was neither taxable to the recip-
ient nor deductible by the payor.32

That year Congress amended the
Revenue Act to provide for
deductibility. This provision was
ultimately embodied in IRC Sec. 71
(215). Policy and the fairness it
reflected, dictated the result.

Having linked the issue of policy
to the development of law, the next
issue is to define the policy. Certain-
ly, as Justice Pashman made clear, it
is not the strict, rigid, specific
enforcement of a contract regard-
less of its terms or the impact on the
parties, since that would be directly
contrary to the very essence of our
law: that at the end of a relationship,
the parties must treat each other
fairly. Fairness mandates the tax
treatment of palimony payments be
adjudicated uniformly. The case law
in this regard is not clear.

Although it is the subject of
another yet-unwritten article, the
taxability of palimony awards to the
payee and the deductibility of them
as gifts or outright as if an alimony
payment is not settled. For exam-
ple, in U.S. v. Harris,32 the 7th Circuit
Court of Appeals reversed the con-
victions of two women on tax eva-
sion for having received substantial
sums from a wealthy widower with
whom they had a relationship; how-
ever, the court refused to make a
clear ruling as to the taxability of
such payments. Instead, the court
said:

We do not decide whether Marvin-
type awards or settlements are or are
not taxable to the recipient. The only
point is that the Tax Court has sug-
gested they are not. Until contrary
authority emerges, no taxpayer could
form a willful, criminal intent to vio-
late the tax laws by failing to report
Marvin-type payments.33
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In Connell v. Diehl,34 a recent
palimony case, the Appellate Divi-
sion remanded the trial court’s deci-
sion because the judge “made no
findings with respect to the effec-
tive potential liability for payment
of State and Federal taxes.”35 Con-
nell involved a lump sum payment,
but the issue seems relatively clear:
In either event payments made in a
cohabitation setting are not period-
ic payments within Section 71 of
the Internal Revenue Code; hence,
they are neither deductible by the
payor nor includable as income on
the part of the payee.

The failure to provide a stan-
dardized method of assessment for
the tax consequences of a palimony
award is a substantial pitfall for
both the parties and the lawyers
settling or trying a palimony case.
Some standardized method must be
adopted for the treatment of pal-
imony awards. Perhaps a model can
be adopted that mirrors the tax
treatment of palimony and equi-
table distribution. By this the author
mean that lump sum awards should
be tax free and akin to equitable
distribution, and monthly awards
should be treated like alimony
income and made deductible to the
payor and includable to the payee.
In this way, couples in a palimony
matter would have the same menu
of choices and the same protec-
tions as a couple in divorce.

There remains the important
question of whether the lifestyle
enjoyed by the cohabitants should
be the basis for a judicial determi-
nation. Related to this is whether
the ability to pay should also be
considered in these cases. Certainly,
in a marriage, the statute and the
case law make both lifestyle and
ability to pay an important factor. In
the language of Crews, lifestyle is
the “goal” to be achieved. The
lifestyle analysis is relevant when
the contract to be enforced is
express, which requires, under pre-
sent law, the calculation of a lump
sum benefit. It is also relevant if the
framework is implied contract. In
the latter, there would be contract

payments to be made by one party
to the other, which would not be
deemed alimony; thus, they would
not be deductible under Section 71
of the Internal Revenue Code.

In Connell supra, for example,
the Appellate Division found “no
error in the exercise of the Judge’s
discretion in using Connell’s post
separation lifestyle as the base of
her palimony award.” The standard
apparently was that support had to
be “reasonably adequate and did
not leave Connell reliant on public
assistance, such as food stamps.”36 In
language that was particularly sig-
nificant, the Appellate Division
noted that the case law “does not
require that Connell be able to live
just as before.” Rather, the award
need only provide reasonable sup-
port sufficient to meet “her minimal
needs and prevent the necessity of
her seeking public welfare,” citing
Crowe v. DeGioia.

Yet, is that the correct legal stan-
dard or a situation where an appel-
late court simply found a trial judge
made a reasonable decision within
the wide range of their discretion?
Clearly, the requirement of an
award tied to the lifestyle as articu-
lated in a case information state-
ment would avoid the harshness of
the standard the Appellate Division
seemed to be upholding, of avoid-
ing a result where litigants are on
public assistance. Such a standard
treats litigants in palimony suits
unfairly because it does not consid-
er either party’s needs and the
payor’s ability to pay. This yields
results that are extreme.

In Roccamonte, the Supreme
Court addressed lifestyle indirectly
as well. The Court concluded that
Mr. Roccamonte was concerned for
what the Court characterized as the
plaintiff’s “economic well being,”
because they concluded he had
provided for her “lavishly,” and that
it was highly unlikely “he intended
to leave her in an impoverished old
age.” The Court reasoned that
promise, if not express, was clearly
“implied,” and that the standard was
that she be “adequately provided

for during her lifetime.”37 There was
no further discussion of what the
term “adequate” meant. Again, a case
information statement would have
been helpful. Avoiding lifestyle, abil-
ity to pay and a case information
statement in palimony cases vitiates
any ability to understand the nature
of the implied contract in its totali-
ty and any consideration of fairness.

In conclusion, the author would
suggest the following factors be
considered, either within a statuto-
ry framework or as an informal
group of factors without fault being
a consideration:

1. Length of the relationship;
2. Children born to the relation-

ship, if any;
3. The degree to which the

dependent party sacrificed
their earning capacity;

4. Lifestyle—both before and
after the commencement of
the relationship;

5. Sharing of assets by virtue of
titling them in joint names;

6. Each party’s non-economic
contribution to the relation-
ship;

7. Age and physical condition of
the parties;

8. Need;
9. Ability to pay; and
10. The tax consequences of the

palimony award.

This is a perfect departure point
to differentiate the rights of people
who choose not to get married and
those who do. The author believes
people who live together and
choose not to marry should not be
treated differently than those who
select marriage. Palimony cases
should be analyzed within the
framework of implied contract. The
standard of living enjoyed by the
parties during their relationship
should be a factor. Fairness should
be analyzed not only in favor of the
payee, but also considering the
payor’s needs as well by analyzing
ability to pay. Finally, as with married
couples, unmarried couples should
also both be afforded fairness in the
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policy of palimony by a uniformity
in the tax considerations arising
from such awards. In sum, the imple-
mentation of a statutory analysis is
needed in order to make palimony
determinations consistent with the
intent of the law, which is to afford
equal protection under the law and
fundamental fairness. �
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(Editor’s Note: The original version
of this article written by John
Finnerty Jr., previously appeared in
NJFL Vol. 19 No. 2 February-March
1999. Most of the original article
has been reprinted, but it has been
edited and updated by the authors.
The guidance provided to
practitioners is as relevant today
as it was in 1999.)

There is a rich and bountiful
body of law pertaining to
spousal support. Is it possi-
ble to arrive at some theo-

retical formulation that would
enable the construction of a model
that could be used as the basis for
accurate predictions about alimony
awards? A review of the New Jersey
jurisprudence inevitably leads to
the conclusion that there is no orga-
nizing theoretical premise that
enables precise predictability or
model building. Rather, the law of
alimony is an amalgam of concepts
and criteria to be molded by cre-
ative lawyers in the service of the
positions they advocate to judges
and their peers.

We do our best work as lawyers
when we can feel and understand
the human perspective we seek to
present to the court. When we intu-
itively come to understand that
dynamic, we are best able to create
an embroidery for the court that
will assist it in understanding and
assessing what is fair and appropri-
ate. Courts depend on lawyers to
present the human family perspec-
tive in connection with the conflict
that must be adjudicated.

There is no area of the law in
which as much discretion is lodged

as practice in the family part. Our
skills as advocates are challenged to
make real the family dynamic we
present to the court. One day we
may appear before the court asking
that a 10-year marriage result in
rehabilitative alimony only, while
the next day we may appear for the
other side in another 10-year mar-
riage advocating permanent sup-
port. We maintain credibility with
the court only if we bring to life the
distinctions in each family that jus-
tify the seemingly disparate results
advocated.

This article identifies concepts
and criteria that most often are uti-
lized by the courts in attempting to
calculate and assess appropriate
spousal support. The article also dis-
cusses current issues relevant to
each of these concepts, and offers
practice pointers that will assist the
practitioner in his or her day-to-day
work, with both clients and courts.

ALIMONY: BASIC THEORY AND
THE JUDICIAL ATTITUDE

The legislative mandate is sim-
ple. Courts are charged by N.J.S.A.
2A:34-23, “pending any matrimonial
action brought in this State or else-
where, or after Judgment of Divorce
or maintenance,” with the discre-
tionary authority to “make such
order as to the alimony or mainte-
nance of the parties,...as the cir-
cumstances of the parties and the
nature of the case shall render, fit,
reasonable and just....” What a call to
arms this jurisdictional grant pro-
vides! It places a premium on advo-
cacy, providing there is some har-
monizing commonsense premise to
the position advocated.

Judges are people. Their person-
alities and values influence their
analysis and determination of cases,
particularly in the family part,
where decisions on the ultimate
issues in a case do not require analy-
sis of complex commercial princi-
ples, but rather reflect an intuitive
sense of what is fair for a family.
How can we influence judges and
help them do their work and reach
results that are fair to the family
while also favorable to our client?
What tools can we use to persuade
a judge to adopt our position—to
make them comfortable with the
end we seek to achieve?

1. Find Authority. It may help
to let the judge know he or she will
not be alone if he or she decides
the way you suggest. Review the
unreported opinion alerts that are
available in summary form each
day. You may be able to draw some
authority that will offer comfort to
a judge who you are asking to
embark upon a new course. If the
judge knows he or she is not alone,
he or she may be more emboldened
in his or her decision making. You
also may get some ideas for cases
that you are handling from the
issues raised and decided the day
before. “Just today, Your Honor, the
Appellate Division held that…” are
powerful words in the courtroom.

When you cite the authority, do
not just string-cite cases or para-
phrase holdings. Read the whole
case. Make sure it applies to the
facts of your case, and provide a rel-
evant indented textual quotation for
the court’s guidance and assistance.

Also, review the entire case to
ensure that the ‘wonderful lan-

Alimony: Law, Policy, Practice and
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guage’ does not also contain a result
inconsistent with the position you
are advocating. Taking a quote
about rehabilitative alimony and its
applicability under certain circum-
stances from a case that has facts
similar to yours in which rehabilita-
tive alimony was denied, will not
only hurt your client’s case, but also
diminish your credibility with the
court.

Do not misquote. Do not take a
quotation in a case out of context.
Not only will you embarrass your-
self, but you will also enable your
adversary to drive a wedge between
you and the court and argue that
neither you nor your client are
being accurate with the facts. Never
allow that to happen. Judges and
their law clerks are not impressed
with lawyers who quote Supreme
Court cases that are completely out
of context and do not stand for the
proposition advanced.

When you present evidence, do
not do so unfairly. Do not introduce
bank account statements to show
the small rate of expenditures and
leave out the ATM advance section
of the statement that shows other
expenditures. Be the side that the
court feels it can count on for truth
telling. Make the court believe it
can rely on you.

2. Know Your Client. If you are
going to advocate a specific posi-
tion on alimony, you need to under-
stand the dynamics of the position
you assert. If you are going to be
able to effectively present who
your client is to the court, you need
to know and understand that client.
In getting to know your client, you
also get a sense of whether your
client’s demands are so wide of the
mark they offend any sense of
human reasonableness. If they are
that wide of the mark, you have an
obligation to bring them back to
center. Again, you do not want to be
perceived by the judge who is
going to be deciding the case as
seeking to effectuate an unfair
result. You want to be perceived as
the truth teller, and the conveyor of
fair, logical approaches, based upon

the facts of each case you present
to the court.

How do you do this with each
client in a presumed busy practice
with day-to-day courtroom respon-
sibilities? At the beginning of your
relationship, give your clients
copies of the statutory criteria for
equitable distribution, child sup-
port, and alimony. Tell them to pro-
vide you with narratives of their
marriages, including detail about
the statutory criteria and any other
thing they wish to call to your
attention about the relationship.
Encourage them to advise you of
their concerns in writing, so you
are fully informed and there is no
confusion about what you have
been told by the client. Encourage
them to type their narratives so it
will be easier for you to read them.

Schedule a meeting with the
client early on to discuss these
issues. Meet with him or her regu-
larly throughout the case to discuss
changes. Use email to have your
clients send you information about
the marital relationship or current
events. Review the file regularly, so
you do not have to ‘cram’ before a
court appearance. Although these
things are time consuming, they
will allow you to best serve your
client and make a more coherent
presentation to the court. It is bill-
able! So there is no excuse to not
know the facts of the case and the
relevant law.

Make sure before your client tes-
tifies in a proceeding that you
spend time preparing them. Provide
them with a script of questions you
will be asking them. Organize the
script in a way that is interesting, so
the trier of fact will want to keep
taking notes. You can only do this
by going over your questions with
your client and spending time with
them before trial.

This serves two purposes. First,
the client will be a better witness
because he or she will not be as
nervous and he or she will expect
the questions and respond appro-
priately. Second, you will continue
to learn information from your

client that will assist you in presen-
tation at trial. Never put a witness—
your client or a third party—on the
stand and ask a question for which
you do not know the answer.
Clients do not always know what
facts are important. They frequently
need to be told!

Try to empower your client by
developing a lawyer/client fact-
gathering presentation team. Engag-
ing the client in the case prepara-
tion helps assuage anxiety. Help
open up the client to the power of
his or her own knowledge and per-
ceptions. Educate a client so that if
he or she has the slightest thought
or question about a particular event
or fact, he or she does not censor
that thought or question, but rather
shares it with you. Invariably, such
thoughts or questions, when com-
municated, lead to other questions
that serve as springboards for the
acquisition of additional informa-
tion and insights.

Explain the legal process to the
client so he or she has some sense
of what is about to unfold. Educate
the client on case stages, the impor-
tance of thinking in terms of evi-
dence and how a case is about
‘provable truth.’ Encourage your
client to take notes and repeat the
information as many times as is nec-
essary. As attorneys, we hold the
keys to unlock the doors to the
courthouse. It is our duty to guide
our clients. However, you are only
as effective an advocate as your
client is forthcoming with informa-
tion. Do not just request bank state-
ments; explain what you will use
them for in the course of the litiga-
tion.

3. Using Associates. Obviously,
those of us who are fortunate
enough to develop busy practices
sooner or later conclude we must
hire associates, not only for our
own ability to earn money, but to
assure physical survival. If you are
going to hire an associate, you can-
not simply look at them as a profit
center that will generate a certain
number of billable hours that can
be multiplied by a certain billable
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rate. You have an obligation to train
them. If you want them to do the
kind of work that will reflect well
on you, and your client, you must
teach them. You must inspire them
to want to learn and to want to do
good work.

You cannot just send a junior
lawyer in to meet with a client and
tell him or her to fill out a case
information statement and submit it
to the court for the pendente lite
support application. That is an
 invitation for disaster. Provide them
with case memos after you have
completed the intake on the case,
so they have an idea of the themes
you want pursued and the
approaches you want explored. It is
too much to ask a young lawyer to
conceptualize a case from a human
perspective. They have neither the
legal experience, nor the maturity,
to fully ferret out the subtleties of
the human situation that should be
presented to the court.

4. Strategize and Analyze
Your Allegations. As you present
pre-trial certifications to the court,
do not simply write conclusions.
Do not simply accept your client’s
assertions about what is, without
questioning him or her regarding
the basis for those assertions.
Inquire about factual predicates.
Break things down to the most fun-
damental building blocks.

Think in terms of evidence. Every
word that is written in a certification
is grist for the mill of cross-examina-
tion. Be a devil’s advocate with your
client and make him or her provide
you with the basis for whatever he
or she is telling you about their eco-
nomic life, to the extent that they
can. If the litigant says: “I know my
husband took cash from the busi-
ness,” ask how she knows this. The
fact that he always had $200 in his
pocket as a factual predicate for that
conclusion is far different in impact
than admissions that $5,000 in cash
was being glommed weekly, or that
envelopes with scores of $100 bills
found their way into the safe deposit
box weekly.

Try to think in terms of the factu-

al basis of conclusions rather than
simply the conclusion itself.

5. Statutory Criteria. When a
case begins, you should try to orga-
nize the alimony case—and the bal-
ance of your case—by reviewing
the statutory factors the Legislature
has identified must be considered
by courts in making an award or
denial of alimony. Your trial proofs
should similarly be marshaled and
presented with these statutory cri-
teria in mind. Although it is not sug-
gested you necessarily organize the
entire trial examination solely by
reference to questions pertaining to
statutory criteria, you should for-
mulate your questions, evidence,
and summations so the mosaic of
information required by these crite-
ria is presented to the court.
Remember not to elevate one factor
to the exclusion of another. In
Boardman, the Appellate Division
reversed a trial judge’s alimony
award in part because he failed to
consider all the statutory factors.1

Moreover, in Carter,2 the Appellate
Division reversed a post-judgment
conversion of rehabilitative alimo-
ny into permanent alimony because
the trial judge did not review all of
the statutory factors before ruling
such a conversion should occur.
The trial judge had focused on the
issue of marital lifestyle.3

The following is an overview of
the statutory factors and the case
law that has developed around
each. The authors have omitted a
full discussion of the ‘duration’ fac-
tor, since there is another article in
this volume addressing this factor
specifically. The issues addressed
below are equally applicable to the
pendente lite and final hearing
phases of the case.

ACTUAL NEED AND ABILITY OF
THE PARTIES TO PAY

It is important to present a
net/net disposable income analysis.
Have an accountant perform a cal-
culation that demonstrates the
after-tax impact on each party in
terms of available disposable
income as a result of the implemen-

tation of various permutations and
combinations of alimony and child
support awards. Alternatively, pro-
vide the court with an analysis
using one of the many software pro-
grams available. Compare which
party is above or beneath budget
based upon this net/net analysis. If
there is a nonsensical demand for
alimony and support, chart mathe-
matically what the impact will be.

In ascertaining the tax rate to be
plugged into the net/net formula-
tion, do not use the tax tables,
which may not be reflective of the
actual tax rates the parties experi-
ence by virtue of the deductions
they have. Use the tax returns to
arrive at appropriate tax rates. Of
course, those returns reflect certain
deductions that may not be
retained by each party after
divorce; therefore, in connection
with final hearing, there may be
some reassessment of the tax rate
assumptions about which you pro-
vide information to the court.
Pendente lite applications are

important because they set the
tone of the case. If you get off on
the wrong (or right) foot, it creates
leverage for the balance of the case,
client relations problems, and
potentially increased costs because
each side will dig in.The winner—
feeling justified—may refuse to set-
tle for less. The loser—feeling either
a loss of hope or the need for
Armageddon—may hold out for the
solace of retroactive relief, which
likely can occur only at the final
hearing. Therefore, it is important
during the pendente lite phase to
provide judges with sound, hard
evidence that will enable them to
provide a modicum of fairness to
both sides until the final proofs are
submitted. An inappropriately high
or low pendente lite award will
deter fair resolution of the case, and
really is the worst thing that can
happen to both litigants.

The case information statement
(CIS) is the initial presentation of
needs. It is important to consider
whether you want to distinguish in
your CIS between needs of a spouse
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and needs of children. It may be dif-
ficult to do this at the commence-
ment of a case, when you are trying
to establish pendente lite support.
Moreover, if the family continues to
live together it may be unnecessary
to do so at that juncture, since you
are seeking only to maintain the sta-
tus quo, and to make sure there is
enough money for the entire house-
hold to continue to exist.

Always be careful to accurately
identify the number of people
whose needs are presented in con-
nection with the support request.
The CIS form requires delineation
of such information. If your client
simply reviews a check register of
expenses without making adjust-
ments, then the expenses listed are
probably those for the entire fami-
ly, including the other spouse. This
point needs to be made to the
client in connection with the
preparation of the CIS. This is par-
ticularly important for the final CIS,
which presumably anticipates
spousal separation. An allocation of
expenses between wife and chil-
dren makes easier post-judgment
reviews on applications for
increased child support or alimony.
However, you may not want to
facilitate that review. Needs may
change in the future. If you lock
into an allocation now, you will be
limiting the base line expenditures
that will be reviewed in connec-
tion with application post-judg-
ment for increased alimony and/or
child support.

The form found in the Appendix
to the Rules of Court, or generated
by the computer software many
practitioners use, is a baseline. You
can attach as many exhibits or
schedules as necessary to accurate-
ly set forth the family lifestyle, or as
may be necessary to advocate for
your client. If your client has an
unusual or extraordinary expense,
provide the court with documenta-
tion. Pictures dramatically help
drive home lifestyle.

If you represent the paying
spouse, you must make clear that
your client has his or her own

expenses. This, of course, naturally
will be done in connection with
final trial, because the CIS will con-
tain actual expenses if there has
been a separation, or reasonable
estimation of expenses based upon
future separation. However, during
the pendente lite phase, do not pre-
sume the dependant spouse is
going to allow life to continue as
usual with support ordered paid to
be available for product purchases
for the payor. There actually have
been cases where the supported
spouse put a combination lock on
the refrigerator so the payor spouse
would not have access to the food
in the refrigerator.

The CIS is also the initial reposi-
tory of information about the abili-
ty to pay. The paystub your client
receives may not accurately set
forth earnings for the year that will
reoccur the following year. If sepa-
rate paystubs are not provided for
bonuses, then of course there is a
potential for inaccuracy going for-
ward, because the bonus may not
be the same or guaranteed. More-
over, the paystub may reflect both
an old salary level and a salary
increase. You must make clear, and
explain in riders, what the income
means and the actual periodic regu-
larly reoccurring income level.

Be careful not to routinely
engage in wide-ranging restraints or
preliminary injunctions with
respect to use of accounts. Wall
Street movers and shakers frequent-
ly have minimal salaries, but huge
bonuses that come all at once at the
beginning of the new year, or in two
payments, one at the end of the year
and one at the beginning of the next
year. As a result, the marital lifestyle
may have been maintained by using
the ‘savings’ from these bonuses.
Assuming the same lifestyle is to be
maintained pendente lite, you must
maintain for your payor clients the
ability to spend this money on a
pendente lite basis. There will be no
fathomable way in which high
expenses can be met unless
accounts are used, as they were dur-
ing the marriage.

Whatever you do, make sure you
fill out the CIS carefully. Define the
terms so the CIS cannot be used
against your client in the future. It is
a form filled out under oath, and it
is impeachment material after it is
signed, filed, and exchanged. At the
beginning of the case, these CISs
may not be as reliable as those pre-
pared at the end of the case, after
discovery is completed. Use sched-
ules to explain the varied compo-
nents of income. Explain that it may
not be reoccurring. Make clear that
expenses are estimates subject to
forensic lifestyle analysis. Frequent-
ly, the provision of information is
estimated. Make sure you indicate
in the document that it is estimat-
ed, and the basis for the estimation.
If your client does not have the
information to complete the form,
simply indicate that an expense or
asset exists, and that you will pro-
vide an updated document after
more discovery is exchanged. That
will curb use of the document for
impeachment purposes.

ABILITY TO PAY AND
RELATIONSHIPS WITH CHILDREN

With respect to ability to pay, if a
man during his marriage works two
jobs, 80 hours a week, because he
wants to save for the family’s future,
and can see his children daily since
he works in his home, must he con-
tinue this level of work to maintain
a comparable lifestyle after a
divorce and separation? If the
income from one position places
the earning professional in the 95th
percentile of income levels in Amer-
ica, must he nevertheless continue
with the extra 30 to 40 hours per
week? Does a new separated status,
including separation from his chil-
dren, now allow him to work more
normally so he will have time avail-
able to see them?

In at least one case, the answer
was “yes.” In a case involving a doc-
tor who also was a hospital staff
doctor and consultant and expert
witness, the agreement was
premised upon a negotiation of a
fixed amount of money through
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which support would be calculat-
ed, based upon more normalized
work efforts. This agreement was
negotiated following input from the
court during settlement discussions
in the midst of trial.

The court in Innes focused on
the higher-earning spouse’s ability
to earn enough to satisfy the
expenses of the family.4 In DiPi-
etro,5 the court discusses the
dependent spouse’s skills in rela-
tion to her ability to contribute to
her own needs; and in Clarke,6 the
court concluded that it was within
the trial judge’s discretion in
addressing earning capacities to
employ as a benchmark the amount
of time the plaintiff had devoted to
his work during the marriage, and
to expect him to continue working
at that level.

In Steneken,7 the Supreme Court
held that the actual income of the
paying spouse is the lodestar for
determining the extent of that
party’s alimony obligation. Howev-
er, the supporting spouse’s proper-
ty, capital assets, and capacity to
earn the support awarded by dili-
gent attention to a business are also
proper elements for consideration.
A trial court’s determination of
alimony is subject to an overarching
concept of fairness.

The cases reflect that there are
no bright-line tests or hard and fast
rules that enable you to predict
what an alimony award will be or
its duration.8 Advocates are left to
their own insights and intuitions
when presenting their cases. As has
been stated repeatedly over the
decades:

…because no two cases are exactly
alike (Bonanno v. Bonanno, 4 N.J.
268, 274 (1950), neither bright-line
tests or hard and fast rules should be
imposed when imputing a reasonable
rate of return any more than when
determining an appropriate award of
alimony. See, e.g. N.J.S.A. 2A:34-
23(b)(13) (requiring a court to consid-
er, in addition to twelve enumerated
factors, [a]ny other factors which the
court may deem relevant”; Kingsdorf

v. Kingsdorf, 351 N.J. Super. 144, 157
(App. Div. 2002) (“[A] court of equity
should not permit a rigid principle of
law to smother the factual realities to
which it is sought to be applied.”
(quoting Graziano v. Grant, 326 N.J.
Super. 328, 342 (App.. Div. 1999);
Habble v. Habble, 99 N.J. Eq. 53, 56
(Ch. Div. 1926) (A particular method
for determining alimony “is only a
guide, and not a hard and fast rule.
Each case must be separately judged
according to the circumstances.”) See
also, Alston v. Alston, 331 Md. 496,
629 (1993) (“[N]o hard and fast rule
can be laid down and … each case
must depend upon its own circum-
stances to insure that equity be
accomplished.”); Tracey v. Tracey,
328 Md. 380 (1992) (“[E]quity
requires sensitivity to the merits of
each individual case without the
imposition of bright-line tests”).9

Lawyers must rely upon their
instincts and analysis in crafting
arguments that bring to life to the
trier of fact the realities of the
human situation about which a
decision must be made.

DURATION OF THE MARRIAGE
Charles Vuotto and Lisa Steirman

Harvey have prepared in this issue
of New Jersey Family Lawyer an
excellent analysis of unreported
and reported opinions in an
attempt to opine whether there is
any correlation between length of
marriage and the nature of the
alimony award, i.e., permanent or
LDA, and the duration of the LDA
award. They say the law requires a
clear definition by the Legislature
or the courts of terms such as
“short-term marriage, “intermediate-
length marriage,” and “long-term
marriage.” Vuotto and Harvey come
down on the side of giving pre-
dominate weight to the characteri-
zation of marriage duration in ascer-
taining whether an award should be
permanent or limited duration, but
they also acknowledge the length
of the marriage should not be the
only consideration.

The authors agree, but believe the

underlying nature of the marital rela-
tionship, the economic dependen-
cies created during the relationship
and contributions made need to be
carefully considered before making
a final assessment. A long marriage
for one judge may be of moderate
length for another, and short for yet
a third. Whether a judge perceives a
marriage as long, short, or moderate
in duration may depend upon the
judge’s own state of marital bliss,
about which, of course, you will
never know. A practitioner will be
aided by careful review of the Vuot-
to/Harvey analysis and citation of
the facts of various reported and
unreported opinions.

Simply because a marriage is
long—whether it is perceived to be
long because it is eight years, 10
years, or 26 years—does not auto-
matically create permanency. You
must advocate to the court all the
factors that have to be considered
and evaluated when assessing the
appropriateness of particular kinds
of alimony. The skills of our learned
craft should facilitate our ability to
marshal facts from our clients, and
to present them based upon our
knowledge of ever-evolving princi-
ples of law and their application
from case to case. Preparation is
key. There are no bright-line tests or
hard and fast rules, but there is cre-
ativity and ingenuity, which always
must be tempered against the
knowledge that decisions in these
matters are substantially fact sensi-
tive and subject to the biases and
values of the judges who daily try to
sort out what is fair and equitable.

In Hughes, the panel took “issue
with a ten year marriage being a
considered a short term marriage.”
It distinguished the length of mar-
riage in the case before it with the
length of the marriage before the
trial court in Skribner,10 where the
marriage was only a year and one-
half, and D’Arc,11 which was a mar-
riage of three and one-half years
duration.

Although acknowledging that it
took issue with the 10-year mar-
riage being considered short term,
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the court also opined that “perhaps
because the marriage was of an
intermediate length, defendant
need not be supported in the stan-
dards of the very summit of the par-
ties’ lifestyle...”12

However, the cases teach us that
even after the appropriate label has
been affixed to a particular marital
length, there is not always a precise
correlation between the length of
the marriage and the proper
amount or duration of alimony.

Justice Morris Pashman said:

However, the length of the marriage
and the proper amount or duration of
alimony do not correlate in any math-
ematical formula. Where the circum-
stances of the parties diverge greatly
at the end of a relatively short mar-
riage, the more fortunate spouse may
fairly be called upon to accept respon-
sibility for the other’s misfortune—
the fate of their shared enterprise.13

In Wass, the court discussing
appropriate alimony for a nine-year
marriage, said that:

Even a party capable of retraining
under a temporary alimony scenario
might still be entitled to some perma-
nent alimony to finally maintain a
comparable standard of living as
experienced during the marriage.14

However, in Heinl the Appellate
Division reversed and remanded a
trial court decision that did not con-
sider rehabilitative alimony before
awarding permanent alimony to a
wife who held two part-time jobs
and had been employed full-time
prior to the birth of the parties’
child in a marriage that lasted
approximately seven years.15

Moreover, in Carter, the appel-
late court particularly was con-
cerned that the trial judge had not
considered the duration of the mar-
riage factor when converting reha-
bilitative alimony into permanent
alimony. The court noted that the
parties had been married only
approximately nine years before
separation, and that it was “not clear

from those facts that an award of
permanent alimony would have
been considered appropriate ab
initio.”16

However, the authors note that
the cases that discuss duration of
the marriage and affirm or reverse
alimony awards do not do so solely
on the basis of that factor. The mes-
sage is that when you make your
arguments for a particular kind of
alimony, you should do it not simply
based on a uni-dimensional analysis,
which emphasizes one factor to the
exclusion of others. Integrate and
interrelate your factors. Emphasize
the age and the physical condition
of the person at the time of the end
of the relationship.

There is confusion in the courts
regarding what the actual impact of
marriage duration should be, and
there are no bright-line rules. Dura-
tion of the marriage is important,
but so is the economic condition of
the parties at the end of the mar-
riage, the equitable distribution the
parties receive, and the ability of a
person to work to contribute to
support, as well as the contribu-
tions and sacrifice made during the
marriage by each that bears upon
what is fair at the conclusion of the
union. Do not hesitate to argue, on
behalf of a payor spouse, that
despite an absence from the job
force, assuming physical and emo-
tional health, the policy of the law
should be to encourage economic
self-sufficiency by encouraging the
supported spouse to return to the
workforce. A spouse is more likely
to have enhanced self-esteem by
going to work and developing new
associations, rather than staying at
home and obsessing concerning
the failed relationship.

THE AGE, PHYSICAL AND
EMOTIONAL HEALTH OF THE
PARTIES

As stated in discussion of the
prior criteria, the age of the parties
at the end of the marriage is as least
as important as its length. A woman
at the end of an eight-year marriage
who is 46 is in a far different posi-

tion than a woman at the end of the
eight-year marriage who is 32, with
no parenting responsibilities.

In Heinl17 the court found that a
younger divorcee has a better
opportunity to obtain employment
than does an individual who has
been married and out of the work
force for many years.” In Staver18 it
was “significant” that the wife was
age 64 at the time of the divorce,
and in Skribner19 the court found
that age 40 presented a lack of
impairment to employment efforts.
In Hughes,20 although the wife was
in her mid-40s at the time of the
divorce, the court weighed more
heavily the income of the husband
and lifestyle of the parties.

If there is a contention concern-
ing physical or emotional infirmity,
then obtain an expert to support
your conclusion. If you are contend-
ing your client is unable for physical
or emotional reasons to work, that
contention, in the authors’ view, can-
not be established or accepted with-
out an expert opinion.21

STANDARD OF LIVING
ESTABLISHED IN THE MARRIAGE
AND THE LIKELIHOOD EACH
PARTY CAN MAINTAIN A
REASONABLE AND
COMPARABLE STANDARD OF
LIVING

The pertinent measuring unit for
the marital lifestyle is not the
lifestyle enjoyed at the date of the
filing of the complaint, but rather
the lifestyle enjoyed until the par-
ties separated.22

Consequently, if you are repre-
senting the supporting spouse and
there has been a significant
increase in income between separa-
tion and complaint filing, be careful
to carefully distinguish between
these levels. Your emphasis must be
on the former level rather than the
latter, because it is this level that the
law recognizes.

Conversely, if you represent the
supported spouse, you want to
have a large color blow up of the
opinion in Guglielmo, more partic-
ularly that portion of the opinion
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where the judge said, for a unani-
mous panel:

Where a family’s expenditures and
income had been consistently
expanding, the dependant spouse
should not be confined to the precise
lifestyle enjoyed during the parties’
last year together. Defendant’s
income picture should be viewed with
an eye toward the future, since it was
to this potential that both parties con-
tributed during the marriage.23

If you represent the supported
spouse, and if the supporting
spouse’s income has grown during
the time between the separation
and the eventual trial, and his or her
employment has remained the
same, you want to highlight that it
was because of your client’s contri-
butions. He or she was there at the
beginning of the climb up the cor-
porate ladder, and without his or
her support the climb would not
have started. In other words, he or
she would not be on the ladder if it
were not for your client.

Telling too, in terms of having an
impact upon the judicial conscious-
ness or conscience, is a compara-
tive presentation of what the par-
ties did when they were together
and what each has been able to do
since the separation prior to the
divorce trial. If one party is continu-
ing to enjoy the old standard of liv-
ing, or has an enhanced standard by
virtue of earnings growth since the
separation, but nevertheless mea-
gerly seeks to screen every nickel
and dime of your client’s expendi-
tures, you need to point that out to
the court. To do so, you need to be
aware of it, and to be aware of it you
need to have current information
about what the supported spouse is
earning, accumulating, doing;
where he or she is vacationing; and
the like. All of this information is
required to be provided to you
based upon the statutory factors
that set forth that current financial
circumstances are relevant consid-
erations. This enables you to collect
data about current credit card

expenditures, corporate perks,
expense accounts, vacations, recre-
ational patterns, purchases, etc.

In Crews the Court instructed
that: “The goal of a proper alimony
award is to assist the supported
spouse in achieving a lifestyle that
is reasonably comparable to the
one enjoyed while living with the
supporting spouse during the mar-
riage.”24

However, the Court also found
that a statement regarding mainte-
nance of the marital standard of liv-
ing was essential to a future analysis
of changed circumstances, regard-
less of whether the original spousal
support award was entered as part
of a consensual agreement or a con-
tested divorce judgment. Four years
later, in Weishaus25 the Supreme
Court “clarified” Crews in part, hold-
ing that the trial courts have the dis-
cretion to allow consensual agree-
ments that include provision for
support without rendering marital
lifestyle findings at the time of
entry of judgment.

Of course, Rule 5:5-2(e) fully
defines the parties’ obligations with
respect to marital standard of living
declarations. It may be that the par-
ties are unable to define a marital
standard of living and do not even
want to bother to take the time or
spend the money to have lifestyle
analysis done. The rule provides a
perfect out by simply allowing par-
ties to maintain copies of CISs, or
preparing Part D of the statement if
no CIS has previously been pre-
pared in the litigation.

To the extent that the parties can
agree on what the marital lifestyle
is, they are ahead of the game in
connection with potential future
reviews. However, many litigants
simply do not wish to incur the sub-
stantial expense attendant to prepa-
ration of lifestyle analysis, and do
not wish to take the time out of
their busy lives to try to reconstruct
the way they spent their money
over the prior two to five years. The
rule now provides a menu of
options for people with respect to
dealing with the issue of lifestyle

definitions.
How the lifestyle enjoyed is cre-

ated should be relevant, but it may
not be. In Hughes, the appellate
panel rejected the trial judge’s limi-
tation of the marital standard of liv-
ing to that which was effectuated
without regard to excessive bor-
rowing.26 The appellate court stated:

The standard of living during the mar-
riage is the way the couple actually
lived, whether they resorted to bor-
rowing and parental support, or if
they limited themselves to their
earned income.27

The panel disapproved of the
trial judge’s view that the defen-
dant/dependant spouse was to
exist on support that would have
kept her at the reduced level of
lifestyle the couple would have had
without borrowing, which at the
same time recognized that the
plaintiff would be able to resume
the higher standard of living, based
upon his current actual earnings.
The post-separation actual earnings
were to be considered, not in the
context of determining the appro-
priate marital lifestyle, but with ref-
erence to whether the supporting
spouse was able to afford to main-
tain the supported spouse at the
lifestyle reached during the mar-
riage, regardless of how that style
was created.

The court noted that the parties’
decision to continue the lifestyle
even after earnings decreased
through debt was relevant because
it was a recognition by the parties
that the earnings would return and
the debt could be satisfied. The
Hughes court analogized to the
law’s tendency to hold payor spous-
es to a support level set at an eco-
nomically more prosperous time,
where there have been temporary
setbacks in business or a change in
careers.28

It is interesting how the court
came to the conclusion that a
lifestyle created by borrowings was
a lifestyle to which the parties were
to be held going forward. The court
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stated:

During this time they chose not to
change the way they lived, even
though it put them in debt, because
they apparently realized that once the
real estate market recovered, plaintiff
would most probably resume his for-
mer income, enabling them to repay
their debt without having had to
change their standard of living.
[emphasis supplied]29

There was no evidence in the
record cited for the conclusion
about the “apparent realization.” It is
just as likely to assume that these
people simply were living above
their means.

However, the Appellate Division
did not say, in its holding, that if the
actual earnings or earning capacity
was not available, the parties, or one
of them, had to borrow after
divorce to maintain the same
lifestyle. Perhaps it is not as impor-
tant how you assess or find a
lifestyle, so long as the obligation to
maintain it after divorce is based
upon actual earnings or a proven
capacity to earn. This case does not
stand for the proposition that bor-
rowings must continue after mar-
riage to maintain the marital
lifestyle originally created by bor-
rowings. In Hughes, the parties
actually had at one time earned
enough to create the lifestyle, but
after economic misfortune, they
chose to maintain that lifestyle
through borrowings. Certainly, the
lesson learned in this post-sub-
prime world should impact a court
greatly when assessing whether a
prior lifestyle occasioned by debt
creation should be the basis for an
ongoing support award, in the
absence of current earnings to sup-
port such spending.

The marital lifestyle is a measur-
ing stick to ascertain the appropri-
ate quantum of support, after ana-
lyzing the other statutory criteria,
including the supported spouse’s
ability to contribute to that sup-
port. In Carter, the appellate panel
emphasized again the need to relate

the alimony award made to the
standard of living of the parties dur-
ing the marriage.30

However, the proofs presented to
establish lifestyle are critical. In
Heinl,31 although criticizing the trial
court for certain aspects of its deci-
sion, nevertheless a unanimous
three-judge Appellate Division panel
supported the trial court’s reduction
of the plaintiff’s claimed lifestyle
requirements. The trial court had
reduced the sum the plaintiff
claimed she required to maintain the
marital lifestyle because cross-exam-
ination revealed her itemized
expenses were “speculative and in
many respects, unverified.”32

How does one best present
proofs of lifestyle? The more precise
and documentary your proofs, the
more comfortable the trial court
will be in adopting your client’s
position. Consequently, obtain the
records that were utilized by the
family to spend money for pertinent
times prior to the separation, e.g.,
checking accounts, credit cards,
check registers. To deter arguments
that you are cherry-picking for a par-
ticular time period, talk with your
client about pertinent years and lev-
els of spending, and select different
time periods. Make sure you get
records for all accounts that are
used. This requires careful review
with your accountant, you, and your
client. Do not double-count trans-
fers. Have an accountant prepare a
report based upon a review of the
expenditures (credit cards, can-
celled checks, or whatever payment
methodology was used) in cate-
gories that track CIS line items. If
there were one-time capital
improvement expenses, or extraor-
dinary expenses for other reasons,
they should be identified and high-
lighted separately. If there are large
cash expenditures and there are
questions about the appropriate-
ness of these expenditures (drugs,
glomming cash for a war chest, etc.)
these too should be quantified and
identified, and summaries prepared
with and without inclusion of this
as part of the day-in/day-out

lifestyle. If it is alleged that a post-
separation or a post-divorce
enhanced lifestyle has been manipu-
lated, your trial exhibits should
reflect charts or blow-ups compar-
ing what is sought with what used
to be. For economic reasons, you
may not be able to employ all these
investigative or time-sensitive tech-
niques in every case, but the con-
cepts can be carried over to some
degree in any case, and utilized to
organize your proofs.

Certainly, you may not be able to
do a mathematical accounting analy-
sis if the case involved glommed
cash, which was spent out of a safe
deposit box or some other secreting
place. People glomming cash ‘pro-
fessionally’ do not deposit it into
bank accounts. In those cases—or in
any case—pictures help. Pictures of
family vacations, or palatial resi-
dences, expensive cars parked in
driveways, special holiday celebra-
tion parties, bar mitzvahs at fancy
hotels, recreational vehicles, boats,
basement jukeboxes, video games,
certainly demonstrate in a very com-
pelling way how people live their
lives. Any document evidencing sub-
stantial expenditures accomplishes
the same purpose, but there is
something about pictures that
brings it all home simply and sweet-
ly. However, when you use pictures,
try to get them for a wide timeframe
so the lifestyle is consistently
demonstrated.

With respect to the issue of
lifestyle, what about the relevance
of corporate perks that were freely
available to the non-employee
spouse? Perquisites create an
enhanced lifestyle that will no
longer be available to the supported
spouse following the divorce. To
replace them will cost more money.
Perquisites, such as corporate boxes
for athletic events and concerts;
trips for business-related ventures
that are recreational as well; accu-
mulation of business frequent flyer
miles, which are allowed to be per-
sonally retained, provide lifestyle
enhancement at nominal or no cost.

Is this corporate or business
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largesse any different from gifts or
loans from third parties or family
that helped create the lifestyle?
Should these be legitimate lifestyle
considerations? Should the court’s
inquiry be whether the supporting
spouse has sufficient income or
earning capacity available to allow
the supported spouse to continue
to participate in that lifestyle, even
though it is no longer available
through the corporate association?
To be sure, these benefits, when
paid for personally, will be far more
costly than when they are made
available through corporate or busi-
ness offices, but it is the lifestyle the
courts have said is important, not
how a family got the lifestyle.

In assessing the issue of lifestyle
and its impact on courts, the case of
Glass is instructive.33 Although
lifestyle is a significant criteria that
must be considered and assessed
when setting support, that too is not
a factor that can be assessed in a vac-
uum. In Glass, the husband sought to
terminate his $1,000 a month alimo-
ny payments to his wife,which had
been negotiated as part of a final
divorce settlement in 1986 following
their marriage in 1974.

The husband opined that the
wife’s earnings had risen to a level
where she no longer required his
alimony payments to maintain the
marital lifestyle. The judge granted
the plaintiff’s motion, concluding
that the wife had not demonstrated
that she continued to need the for-
mer husband’s support to maintain
the standard of living during the
marriage. The appellate court
reversed and remanded the matter
based on Crews for a specific find-
ing of the standard of living estab-
lished during the marriage.

The trial court conducted the
hearing pursuant to the remand
instruction and terminated alimony
based upon its finding of marital
lifestyle, concluding that the wife
could maintain the lifestyle without
alimony. The trial judge concluded
there were no equities that
weighed in favor of not terminating
the husband’s alimony obligation

because the wife failed to show that
she gave any form of consideration
in exchange for a guarantee of sup-
port to make reducing or terminat-
ing alimony inequitable.

The Appellate Division reversed
the trial court’s decision and rein-
stated alimony with a remand on
the issue of counsel fees. The Appel-
late Division concluded that the
court’s “numbers inquiry and analy-
sis” was too narrow and too limited,
and that the parties’ agreement
upon dissolution was entitled to sig-
nificant consideration. The court
said:

We fail to understand why the judge
could not consider what appears
obvious to us that defendant waived
any interest in plaintiff’s business pre-
sent or future in consideration of her
future security provided by permanent
alimony.34

The court concluded that at the
time of the agreement, the parties
knew the defendant wife would have
to be employed to contribute to her
support to create security for her
future. The appellate panel conclud-
ed that this understanding at the
time of the execution of the proper-
ty settlement agreement should have
been considered by the trial court. To
do otherwise, the panel asserted, was
“to reduce the change of circum-
stance hearing to an accounting
analysis, a result neither mandated
nor contemplated by Lepis, Crews, or
any other cases interpreting those
holdings.”35 The panel concluded that
the analysis required careful scrutiny,
not only of needs and resources to
maintain the marital lifestyle, but also
an analysis of “understandings, aspira-
tions, expectations, and the inten-
tions” of the parties.

THE EARNING CAPACITIES,
EDUCATIONAL LEVELS,
VOCATIONAL SKILLS AND
EMPLOYABILITY OF THE PARTIES

If earning capacity is an issue,
you need to retain employment and
vocational experts to evaluate the
actual capacity to earn of the party

in question. If questions of under-
employment arise, we have guid-
ance from the Appellate Division
regarding the appropriateness of
findings about being voluntarily
under-employed.

In Dorfman, the Appellate Divi-
sion reversed the trial court’s con-
clusion that there had been no
change of circumstance proved by
the payor because for five years in
the past he earned $90,000 to
$120,000, and that, therefore, such
income should reasonably be
imputed to him.36 Although the case
involved imputation of income for
child support, the court’s com-
ments about the predicates for
imputation are equally authoritative
with respect to alimony issues.

Judge Robert Fall stated:

Underpinning the basis of every sup-
port order is the proposition the payor
has the ability to pay the amount set
or agreed to. Inherent in the finding of
underemployment is the notion the
obligor is intentionally failing to earn
that which he or she is capable of
earning.37

In commenting on such a finding
on the face of the record in this
case, Judge Fall identified all the
defendant had attempted to do, and
thereby provided a road map for
those who wish to assure they
have, in good faith, sought employ-
ment after a loss of income or ter-
mination.

Judge Fall stated:

All the information then before the
court leads to the conclusion he was
not underemployed. Defendant was
involuntarily terminated from his
employment of seventeen preceding
years in September, 1996. There was
nothing in the record to suggest his
termination was induced by miscon-
duct, or that it was voluntary. He
immediately sent out resumes, fol-
lowed through with telephone calls
and arranged for interviews. He
received one offer in the $40,000
range and eventually accepted
employment at the $60,000 per
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annum rate in October, 1996. This was
a significant salary reduction, clearly
constituting change circumstances.
Defendant also lost the benefit of
employer-supplied automobile expens-
es allowance, health insurance, and life
and disability insurance. He was able
to defer filing his modification motion
until July 1997, because he received a
termination benefit, and had reduced
his weekly contribution to the extraor-
dinary expenses of the children from
$140 to $71.38

With respect to imputation of
income, noteworthy is Judge Fall’s
comment about Mr. Dorfman’s loss
of his job not being attributable to
his misconduct. Does this mean that
if someone has lost a job because he
or she is not working hard enough,
flirted with the receptionist, or
whatever other reason creates cul-
pability, the income imputed should
be what the job would have paid if
he or she kept it?

To what extent does the law
require someone who has worked
in a job and earned a certain sum of
money, who is miserable at that job
but cannot earn as much money at a
job that is gratifying, continue the
position so that his or her family can
be supported at the same level? Is
there a different answer to that
question, depending upon whether
the person involved has been the
primary breadwinner, or is the sup-
ported spouse who is returning to
the workforce? Do factors 6, 7, 8 and
9, which the authors characterize as
the rehabilitative alimony factors,
create a special status for spouses
who have been out of the work-
force, giving them an opportunity to
retrain themselves for meaningful
positions they prefer and have inter-
est in, rather than the first job at
Burger King that comes along? To
what extent must a woman who has
been out of the workforce for a sub-
stantial period, but is returning,
return to the same kind of job that
she had before she left to raise chil-
dren, even though she has a burning
desire to do something else?

Can one reasonably argue now,

based upon Factor 8, that a person
who has been out of the job force and
requires education or training to find
‘appropriate’ employment, may hold
out for a job of preference rather than
employment of necessity? The
authors believe the answer depends
upon the economic situation of the
family. If the husband has had the
opportunity to develop his career and
the family is reasonably comfortable,
with no dire economic emergencies,
it is reasonable that the wife should
have an opportunity to pursue and
explore training and careers in which
she has interest, rather than to return
to what she may have done as a
young woman before her marriage. If
she was supportive to her husband
while he found and developed his
career, then the law should seek to
enable her to accomplish the same.
However, if there is an economic cri-
sis or a serious shortfall, then gratifi-
cation may become the stepchild of
economic necessity. This likely would
occur as well in the intact family and,
therefore, the result does not seem
unconscionable or unfair.

What of the man who has been
planning at the time of the divorce
to begin a new career; who has
planned to take some of the savings
that have been accumulated while
he has miserably slaved away per-
forming laparoscopies for 20 years
and to go to law school and publish
law books? What if that was the
plan the couple had agreed upon
and worked toward for some time?

The authors do not believe there
is necessarily any right answer to
these questions, but they are
human issues that can be articulat-
ed for a court with respect to bal-
ancing equities and fundamental
fairness. This is what is meant by
sensing the human perspective in a
case and articulating issues in a way
that will touch the court’s basic
human instincts.

REHABILITATIVE ALIMONY
FACTORS

The following factors are collec-
tively referred to as rehabilitative
alimony factors in this article,

because they pertain to the calcu-
lus of weighing permanent as
opposed to rehabilitative alimony.

i. Length of absence in the job
market of the party seeking
maintenance. (Factor Six)

ii. Parental responsibilities for
the children. (Factor Seven)

iii. Time and expense necessary
to acquire sufficient educa-
tion or training to enable the
parties seeking maintenance
to find appropriate employ-
ment and opportunity for
future acquisition of capital
assets. (Factor Eight)

iv. Contributions to care and
education of children, which
result in the interruption of
personal careers and educa-
tional opportunities. (Factor
Nine)

The basic premise of an award of
rehabilitative rather than perma-
nent alimony is an expectation that
the supported spouse will be able
to obtain employment, or more
lucrative employment, at some
future date, as stated in Wass.39 As
the court said in Wass:

Effectively, rehabilitative alimony is
term alimony payable for a reason-
able period of time, beyond which it
is anticipated such support will no
longer be needed.40

Clearly, rehabilitative alimony
may be converted to permanent
alimony if at the end of the rehabil-
itative term need still exists.41 How-
ever, there appears to be some judi-
cial sense that a marriage of ‘medi-
um’ duration mitigates against the
dependent spouse being supported
“to the standards of the very sum-
mit of the parties lifestyle.” While
recognizing that the supported
spouse is not to be ‘cast adrift’ after
a brief period of rehabilitative
alimony, and concluding that the
supported party need not return to
the premarital standard of living
lower than that of the supporting
party, nevertheless, the court con-
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cluded in Hughes:

On remand, the trial judge should
reconsider this issue with a view that
defendant is to receive permanent
alimony, but perhaps at some reduced
rate to reflect a marriage of this medi-
um length. The rehabilitative alimony
ordered should be blended into such
an award so that once her capacity to
earn income is established, defen-
dant’s lifestyle can be maintained, per-
haps not at the full level of plaintiff’s,
but somewhat reflective of how the
parties lived during their marriage.42

It is as if a supported spouse, fol-
lowing the marriage of a certain
duration perceived by a court to be
limited, has no entitlement to main-
tain the lifestyle achieved during
that marriage, unless there are med-
ical or emotional reasons that pre-
vent her from being weaned from
support.43

REVIEW OF REHABILITATIVE
ALIMONY AGREEMENTS

The Carter case dramatically
impacts both the manner in which
rehabilitative alimony agreements
are negotiated and the trial prac-
tices imposed on courts when
putting through divorces with
agreements that provide for reha-
bilitative alimony.44 The Appellate
Division ruled that trial judges,
when “putting through” divorces in
settled cases that contain rehabili-
tative alimony provisions, must
inquire about the parties’ under-
standing and intentions with
respect to the rehabilitative award
memorialized in the agreement. In
order to facilitate review of a reha-
bilitative award on a post-judgment
modification application, the
Appellate Division has said, regard-
ing the statutory criteria:

We consider the statutory mandate
that the court make specific findings
on rehabilitative alimony as a clear
direction to the Family Part that it must
adhere to the statutory requirement in
every case, whether contested or
uncontested, including those cases

which result in a settlement on the day
of trial or during a trial. We previously
stressed the importance of adherence
to the statutory admonition in our dis-
cussion in Cerminara v. Cerminara. We
adhere to our view that N.J.S.A. 2A:34-
23(b) must be addressed in every dis-
solution proceeding where rehabilita-
tive alimony will be paid subsequent to
the dissolution of a marriage. (Empha-
sis supplied).45

In underscoring the future oblig-
ation of trial courts when confront-
ed with settled cases to conduct
inquiry into the nature of the agree-
ment reached concerning rehabili-
tative alimony and the parties’
intentions, the appellate panel said:

When granting rehabilitative alimony
or in approving a rehabilitative alimony
provision where rehabilitative alimony
is a negotiated term of a property set-
tlement agreement, the trial judge
must inquire of each party as to the
parties’ understanding of the rehabili-
tative alimony obligation. This is partic-
ularly necessary where one or both of
the parties may wrongfully believe that
the obligation to pay alimony will end
at the conclusion of the rehabilitative
period. A probing inquiry at the time
the marriage is dissolved will be of
utmost assistance to any other judge
who may be called upon to consider a
motion for modification of rehabilita-
tive alimony. The initial inquiry will
enable the modification motion judge
to determine whether the terms of the
agreement continue to be fair and
equitable. Had each party testified at
the divorce proceeding on the issue of
rehabilitative alimony, any mispercep-
tion as to the effect of rehabilitative
alimony could have been clarified. If
clarification was required, renegotia-
tion of the terms of the property settle-
ment agreement could have occurred.
It would clearly have been in the par-
ties’ interest to resolve those disputes
prior to the finalization of the divorce
proceeding.46[emphasis supplied/cita-
tions omitted]

The Carter court believed that if
there is a “probing inquiry” at the

time the marriage is dissolved, any
misperceptions between the par-
ties can be clarified and “renegotia-
tion of the terms of the property
settlement agreement” can occur.
However, the actual result of such a
procedure may discourage settle-
ments. If issues about the future are
spelled out precisely now, litigants
may not be willing to commit today.
Litigants simply may not wish to be
bound into the future.

It poses real challenge for
lawyers to negotiate agreements
and incorporate language that cre-
ates flexibility and enables courts to
address the non-occurrence of
anticipated events and changes that
occur so there continues to be fair-
ness and equity between the par-
ties. The Carter decision provides
risk of returning to the notion that
change may not occur in the future
if the circumstances that gave rise
to it were contemplated or foresee-
able at the time the agreement was
executed. If Carter is so interpreted,
this will dramatically alter the
notion created by Lepis that support
agreements are continually review-
able in connection with fairness and
equity, regardless of the issue of
foreseeability, which ceased being a
relevant legal concept after Lepis.

In Carter, the appellate court
noted that the divorce proceeding
record did not reflect any testimony
as the specific intent of either party
regarding rehabilitative alimony.
The agreement itself was silent
regarding the parties’ intentions.
The trial record had not in any way
explored the connection between
the rehabilitative sum agreed upon
and the standard of living of the
parties. Consequently, there never
had been a review of the statutory
factors. The court set a road map for
future conversion applications and
indicated that trial judges must uti-
lize the statutory standards, subject
to consideration of the parties’
prior rehabilitative agreement,
 equitable considerations, which
included the passage of time; the
payors current financial obligations
incurred after rehabilitative alimony
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ceased; and their general current
financial circumstances. In Carter,
the payee had sought conversion
after the rehabilitative period had
expired and payments had stopped.

THE EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION
OF PROPERTY ORDERED AND
ANY PAYOUTS ON EQUITABLE
DISTRIBUTION, DIRECTLY OR
INDIRECTLY, OUT OF CURRENT
INCOME, TO THE EXTENT THIS
CONSIDERATION IS
REASONABLE, JUST AND FAIR

There is a general view that earn-
ings on property equitably distrib-
uted are to be considered when cal-
culating alimony because such
earnings reduce needs. This princi-
ple is applicable both to property
distributed, or property retained
that is not eligible for distribution.

As stated in Esposito:

Our determination of the issue of
equitable distribution will result in a
substantial capital fund which plain-
tiff will be able to invest in order to
produce additional income. The sale
of the Livingston home, as contem-
plated by plaintiff, should have result-
ed in a net fund of approximately
$112,000 before taxes. The additional
distribution of $108,000 under our
order will therefore create a total
available cash fund of $220,000. If
this sum is invested conservatively in
prime corporate bonds at a current
available return of 8%, it would yield
$17,600. If this income of $17,600 is
added to the support order for annu-
al payments of $14,200, plaintiff
would receive $31,800 a year, with-
out invasion of capital and subject
only to income taxes.47

Of course, the contrary argu-
ment is that the other spouse also
retains assets to which income may
be imputed and that after such
mutual imputation the parties are in
equipoise.48

Although lifestyle may be created
by gifts and borrowings, it is more
than just income earned. The deci-
sion of Miller49 remains the bench-
mark decision in calculating appro-

priate rates of return and considera-
tions of risk with regard to invested
assets. However, in Overbay,50 the
Appellate Division held that by
strictly adhering to the standard set
forth in Miller, the ex-wife was
deprived of an opportunity to con-
trol her investment options. The
court indicated that such factors as
the advice of the ex-wife’s financial
planner, her age, her serious health
problems, her limited employment
income, her aversion to risk and her
stated desire to preserve capital, the
manner in which her assets had
been invested during marriage, the
historical rate of return, or availabil-
ity of appropriate alternative invest-
ment options, should be considered.

FAULT
Since this article was first pub-

lished, clarification has been pro-
vided by the Supreme Court with
respect to the issue of marital fault
and its impact on alimony. Fault is
not one of the specific statutory cri-
teria. However, it continued as a ref-
erence point based upon N.J.S.A.
2A:34-23. In Mani the Supreme
Court made clear that marital fault
may be considered when calculat-
ing alimony only if it has negatively
affected the economic status of the
parties, or if the conduct by one of
the divorcing parties is so outra-
geously egregious because it vio-
lates the social contract between
the parties that society would not
abide to continue the economic
bonds between them in view of the
conduct found.51

Moreover, Calbi concluded that
the wife’s criminal beating of the
parties’ child, and his resultant
death, did not disqualify her per se
from continuing to receive alimo-
ny.52 It found the conduct not egre-
gious because the wife was under
the influence of alcohol, there was
no evidence of premeditation and
the injured that resulted in the
child’s death was extremely rare.
The court concluded that the sus-
pension of the husband’s alimony
payments and vacation of arrears
that accrued following the child’s

death was justified because the
court never conducted a hearing to
determine whether the child’s
death affected the husband’s ability
to pay alimony.

In defining egregious fault that
might impact alimony, the court in
Calbi referenced California legisla-
tion, which barred alimony pay-
ments to a dependent spouse who
was attempting to murder the sup-
porting spouse.53

ANTI-LEPIS CLAUSES
A modification of support is

warranted upon a showing of
“changed circumstances.”54 A basis
for a change in circumstances may
be as varied as the breadth of
human experience, including but
not limited to decrease in the sup-
porting spouse’s income, illness,
disability, or the good fortune of
the supported spouse.55 However,
the parties to an agreement may
agree to specific terms for modifi-
cation of support, or that one or
both will not seek a modification of
support for specific reasons. This
type of agreement is commonly
referred to as an “anti-Lepis” provi-
sion. The issue of the enforcement
and/or validity of an anti-Lepis pro-
vision has been addressed by the
courts of this state in only four pub-
lished decisions: Smith, Finckin,
Morris, and Savarese.56

In Morris, the appellate court
resolved the conflict between two
Chancery Division opinions, Smith
and Finckin, concerning whether
an anti-Lepis clause is enforceable.
In Smith, the court determined that
“an ‘anti-Lepis’ clause, which seeks
to preclude the exercise of this
Court’s equitable responsibility to
review and, if warranted, to modify
support obligations in response to
changed circumstances, is contrary
to the public policy of this State as
reflected in its Legislative Acts and
its judicial decisions.”57 In Finckin,
the court concluded that public
policy did not prohibit the use of an
anti-Lepis clause. The appellate
court in Morris stated that “[t]o
some extent we agree with both
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decisions.”58 The court went on to
state that since it would be “equi-
table and fair” to grant modification
for unforeseen or unplanned cir-
cumstances, it would, likewise, not
be equitable and fair to permit such
modification, either as to alimony or
child support, when the parties
have taken into account such future
or increasing needs.59 In short, the
Morris court held that an anti-Lepis
provision pertaining to alimony
would be strictly enforced, so long
as it remained fair and equitable.

The authors suggest that in the
context of alimony only, an anti-
Lepis provision may be considered.
The basis of the court’s holding in
Morris was premised on the clear
intention of the parties that the
wife forgo support and the distribu-
tion of assets for a series of guaran-
teed payments.

The court suggested:

A wife might agree to give up half of
the support to which she might have
been entitled, or to accept reduced
equitable distribution, in exchange for
a guaranteed payment to be made,
irrespective of her husband’s finances
or her own future good fortune. Their
agreement is not based on her need
or his ability to pay; they have set
standards other than need and ability.
If the husband accepts the benefits of
this agreement, he also must ordinar-
ily accept its burdens. If the payments
which he expected to equal a third of
his income later equal half or even
two-thirds of his income, he can no
more complain than could the wife if
the husband’s original income had
doubled so that the expected thirty
percent burden was reduced to fifteen
percent. If, however, these hypotheti-
cal spouses failed to include a physi-
cal disability provision (which was
included in the case before us) and
the husband became completely dis-
abled with meager income, barely
able to cover his uncompensated hos-
pital costs, would a court of equity
require that the income be paid to the
ex-wife and the medical treatment
not be rendered to the husband? Of
course not. The agreed-upon support

would no longer be “warranted in the
light of prevailing circumstances.”

We have used extreme examples
here, but we have applied Lepis prin-
ciples, without the usual need-based
Lepis guidelines. Lepis recognized the
parties’ standards as they may be
reasonably enforced. The result is that
modifications are permitted, but only
where the failure to modify would be
unreasonable or unjust.60

Therefore, in order for an anti-
Lepis clause to be enforceable there
must be a clear statement of the
bargained-for exchange. Regardless
of the inclusion of an anti-Lepis
clause the ultimate inquiry into its
sustainability will focus on the fair-
ness of the provision based on the
then-existing circumstances of the
parties. The authors suggest that
such a provision is always subject
to attack, and should be cautiously
considered by both parties prior to
utilization.

CONCLUSION
Alimony is a fluid concept that is

utilized by courts to attempt to
effectuate fairness between people
who have lived together and
become mutually dependant upon
each other. Our job as lawyers is to
use the tools provided to us by law
and our experience, and common-
sense, to assist the court in making
fair assessments that will protect
and promote our client’s interests,
and result in fairness for the family,
which is dissolving.

As we do our work, we must
remember that our advocacy is
directed to judges who are as varied
as our clients in their values, per-
sonalities, and biases. We must also
remember that no two cases are
exactly alike. This area of the law
does not lend itself well to cookie
cutter rules of thumb and bright-
line tests. We must do our best
patiently to explore and learn the
facts and to understand the human
dynamics that our clients (and their
spouses) face. Through our presen-
tation and advocacy, we must help
finders of fact understand the equi-

ties of the human dynamics about
which we ask them to make deci-
sions. �
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It is axiomatic that uncertainty in
outcome breeds litigation. Litiga-
tion generates increased fees and
emotional stress for the parties

and their children. There is no ques-
tion that uncertainty regarding the
duration of alimony causes many
cases to be prolonged longer than
necessary, triggering many of the
negative aspects of divorce to
occur.

It is perhaps one of the most fre-
quently asked question by our fam-
ily law clients: “Is my spouse (or am
I) entitled to permanent alimony?”
It is usually followed, of course, by
the question, “If I am obligated to
pay limited duration alimony, how
long and how much will I have to
pay?” Or, if you represent the sup-
ported spouse, “If I am only entitled
to limited duration alimony, how
long will it last and how much will
I receive?”

Unfortunately, these questions,
so often raised by our clients, usual-
ly create more questions for an
advocate than answers. 

The authors of this article origi-
nally sought to delve into the case
law of our state in a sincere effort to
define the law surrounding limited
duration alimony. Specifically, the
authors sought to delineate those
factors (besides the length of a mar-
riage) that a court focuses on when
determining between limited dura-
tion and permanent alimony and, if
limited duration alimony is award-
ed, those factors that a court con-
siders when determining duration.

Unfortunately, instead of provid-
ing concrete answers, the authors
discovered that the jurisprudence
in this area may, in fact, raise more

questions. Indeed, there appears to
be no distinct answers contained in
any key case law. However, when
viewed as a mosaic, the entirety of
the case law does provide some
instruction. There is certainly strong
argument favoring the establish-
ment of a more focused set of fac-
tors or guidelines to fill in the
blanks when it comes to duration of
alimony in order to eliminate some
degree of uncertainty. However,
there is, perhaps, an equally strong
counter-argument against the broad
application of ‘cookie-cutter’ guide-
lines to such a subjective (and sen-
sitive) matter as alimony. 

The authors of this article hope
to provide the reader with an
overview of the existing law of lim-
ited duration alimony in order to
stimulate debate about whether
alimony guidelines are the answer
to all our unanswered questions, or
whether they are a poor substitute
for the subjective analysis truly
required to determine an alimony
obligation.

SEMINAL LAW DISTINGUISHING
LDA FROM PERMANENT ALIMONY

On Sept. 13, 1999, the Legislature
amended the alimony statute,
N.J.S.A. 2A:34-23, to include limited
duration alimony as a cognizable
support award available to the
courts. Although the award of limit-
ed duration alimony has quickly
become commonplace, the vague
language of the amendment, cou-
pled with a dearth of published
case law, has created great confu-
sion concerning the actual law to
be applied when determining
whether a dependent spouse is

entitled to permanent or limited
duration alimony (LDA).

Specifically, N.J.S.A. 2A:34-23(c)
sets forth:

In any case in which there is a request
for an award of permanent alimony,
the court shall consider and make
specific findings on the evidence
about the [factors delineated by
N.J.S.A. 2A:34-23(b)]. If the court
determines that an award of perma-
nent alimony is not warranted, the
court shall make specific findings on
the evidence setting out the reasons
therefore. The court shall then consid-
er whether alimony is appropriate for
any or all of the following: (1) limited
duration; (2) rehabilitative; (3) reim-
bursement. In so doing, the court shall
consider and make specific findings
on the evidence about factors set
forth above. The court shall not award
limited duration alimony as a substi-
tute for permanent alimony in those
cases where permanent alimony
would otherwise be awarded.1

The seminal case distinguishing
permanent and LDA is the Appellate
Division decision of Cox v. Cox.2 As
Cox is the only published decision
truly detailing the distinguishing
characteristics of LDA from perma-
nent alimony, it is necessary to
digest the case at length. In Cox, the
plaintiff former wife, who had been
married to the defendant for 22
years, appealed the trial court’s
award of limited duration alimony
on grounds that permanent alimony
was the appropriate award.3

The parties married in 1977. There
was one child born of the marriage,
who was in college. During the

Alimony: Permanent v. Limited Duration
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by Charles F. Vuotto Jr. and Lisa Steirman Harvey
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 marriage, the defendant worked as a
crane operator earning approximate-
ly $120,000 per year in gross
income. The defendant acknowl-
edged that he worked 80–90 hours
per week, but set forth that the men-
tal and physical stress of the job were
starting to effect his health. The plain-
tiff, who received her law degree in
1998, worked for a year as a law clerk
earning $30,000.4 The plaintiff,
although unsuccessful in her first
attempt to pass the bar examination,
did obtain employment at a law firm
earning $33,000 per year in gross
income.5

Despite the fact that the Cox trial
court found the parties’ marriage to
be “long-term,” and further deter-
mined there to be a “substantial dis-
parity between the parties’
incomes,” the trial court awarded
limited duration alimony for a period
of five years in the amount of $200
per week.6 The plaintiff appealed.

On appeal, the Cox Appellate
Division explored the parameters of
LDA, distinguishing it from perma-
nent, rehabilitative, and reimburse-
ment alimony. The Cox Appellate
Division emphasized that unlike
rehabilitative or reimbursement
alimony, “Limited duration alimony
is not intended to facilitate the earn-
ing capacity of a dependent spouse
or to make a sacrificing spouse
whole, but rather to address those
circumstances where an economic
need for alimony is established, but
the marriage was of short-term dura-
tion such that permanent alimony is
not appropriate.”7

The Cox appellate court then
addressed the legislative intent sur-
rounding the creation of LDA,
explaining that the amendment was
proposed in order to “establish lim-
ited duration alimony as a third
type of alimony, to be used in all
cases involving shorter-term mar-
riages where permanent or rehabil-
itative alimony would be inappro-
priate or inapplicable but where,
nonetheless, economic assistance
for a limited period of time would
be just.”8 Although this further elab-
oration is slightly less cloudy, it still

does not provide clear direction to
the bench and bar as to the purpose
of LDA and when it is appropriate.

Based on both the express lan-
guage of N.J.S.A. 2A:34-23(c), and
the legislative history of the same
statute, the Cox appellate court
delineated the procedure to be fol-
lowed by courts when determining
whether LDA should be awarded.
Specifically, the Appellate Division
instructed:

On any application for permanent
alimony, it is incumbent upon the trial
judge to first “consider and make spe-
cific findings on the evidence” as to
the statutory factors set forth in
N.J.S.A. 2A:34-23(b). If the Judge
determines that permanent alimony is
not warranted, further specific find-
ings setting forth the judge’s reasons
for that determination must be made.
Consideration of any other form of
alimony, including limited duration
alimony, may follow only after those
determinations and findings have
been made.9

One of the basic problems with
the above approach is that it is not
clear which statutory factors the
court must focus on to determine
the issue of duration of the alimony.

Guiding trial courts in their
alimony determinations, the Cox
appellate court explained that
unlike rehabilitative and reimburse-
ment alimony, “Permanent and limit-
ed duration alimony, by contrast,
reflect the important policy of rec-
ognizing that marriage is an adap-
tive economic and social partner-
ship, and an award of either vali-
dates that principle.”10 Therefore,
this statement does not assist in
determining between permanent
or LDA.

The Cox appellate court then
discussed the legislative exclusion
of LDA awards in long-term mar-
riages, quoting from the Divorce
Study Commission Report, supra:

In particular, it is singularly inappro-
priate in long marriages. It is, there-
fore, the clear and unequivocal view

of the Commission that such term
alimony should be limited to shorter
marriages and not be ordered in long-
term marriages.11

The Cox Appellate Division
instructed that when determining
whether to award permanent or
limited duration alimony, the same
exact factors of N.J.S.A. 2A:34-23b
must be considered, and, if all other
facts are equal, the determining fac-
tor must be the duration of the mar-
riage.12 Specifically, the Appellate
Division noted:

Limited duration alimony is to be
awarded in recognition of a depen-
dent spouse’s contributions to a rela-
tively short-term marriage that never-
theless demonstrated the attributes of
a “marital partnership”…In deter-
mining whether to award limited
duration alimony, a trial judge must
consider the same statutory factors
considered in any application for per-
manent alimony, tempered only by
the limited duration of the marriage.
All other statutory factors being in
equipoise, the duration of the mar-
riage marks the defining distinction
between whether permanent or limit-
ed duration alimony is awarded.13

Applying the above principles to
the case at hand, the Cox Appellate
Division concluded the trial court
erred in awarding LDA, rather than
permanent alimony to the wife,
since the trial court “failed to per-
form a proper analysis of the statu-
tory factors and to set forth the req-
uisite findings as to why permanent
alimony was not warranted.”14

The Cox Appellate Division fur-
ther declared that the trial court
had applied “considerations more
appropriate to rehabilitative alimo-
ny than to limited duration alimo-
ny,” and had failed to acknowledge
that the parties’ “ twenty-two year
marriage represented a marital part-
nership.”15

Reversing and remanding, the
Cox Appellate Division declared:
“Because this was a twenty-two
year marriage, permanent alimony
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should have been awarded absent a
clear statement of reasons to the
contrary.”16

Based on the foregoing, the Cox
Appellate Division reversed and
remanded for further proceedings,
consistent with its opinion.

Five years after Cox, in the case
of Gordon v. Rozenwald,17 the
Appellate Division slightly clarified
its previous definition of LDA,
emphasizing that LDA is available to
a dependent spouse who made
“contributions to a relatively short-
term marriage that …demonstrated
the attributes of a ‘marital partner-
ship’, but who has the skills and
education necessary to return to
the workforce” after the divorce.18

As in Cox, the Rozenwald Appel-
late Division distinguished LDA
from permanent alimony due to the
length of the marriage, and further
distinguished LDA from rehabilita-
tive alimony because the term of
the alimony “is not based upon pro-
jections about time needed to
acquire education or job skills.”19

CONCLUSIONS DRAWN (AND
QUESTIONS RAISED) FROM
SEMINAL CASE LAW

The decisions of Cox and Rozen-
wald permit the following conclu-
sions to be drawn regarding the
considerations a court must exam-
ine when determining between an
award of permanent or LDA: 1) LDA
is not appropriate in ‘long-term’
marriages; 2) permanent alimony is
not appropriate in ‘short-term’ mar-
riages; 3) the deciding factor
between LDA and permanent
alimony is the length of the mar-
riage; 4) LDA and permanent alimo-
ny are both based on an analysis of
the same statutory factors; 5) LDA
and permanent alimony are both
based on the concept of marital
partnership; 6) LDA and permanent
alimony are both based on econom-
ic need (including the need to
maintain the marital lifestyle in
appropriate cases), but an award of
LDA recognizes that an award of
permanent alimony would not be
appropriate given the length of the

marriage; and 7) LDA is appropriate
in a situation where a dependent
spouse contributed to a marital
enterprise of relatively short term
(or intermediate duration), but also
has the skills and education to
return to the workforce after the
parties’ divorce.

As established above, the language
of Cox, as well as the legislative his-
tory quoted, makes it abundantly evi-
dent that LDA is not to be awarded in
“long term marriages,” and perma-
nent alimony is not to be ordinarily
awarded in “short term” marriages.20

Therefore, the law is clear that in
those marriages easily defined as
short-term, if any support is awarded,
it must be LDA as opposed to per-
manent. Likewise, in those cases
where the marriage can be easily
defined as long-term, LDA is not to be
awarded and permanent alimony
must be considered. Neither the
statute nor Cox provides any direc-
tion with regard to those marriages
that do not fit easily into the cate-
gories of short-term or long-term. The
law is silent regarding these interme-
diate-length marriages. Indeed, the
law expounded above raises the fol-
lowing critical questions:

1. Is there a particular bright line
distinguishing the length of mar-
riage warranting permanent
alimony from the length of mar-
riage warranting LDA?

2. In those marriages of medium, or
intermediate, duration, what fac-
tors must a court examine when
determining whether LDA or per-
manent alimony is appropriate?

Both of the above questions, as
well as questions surrounding the
appropriate length of limited dura-
tion alimony, are addressed below.

IS THERE A BRIGHT LINE
DISTINGUISHING THE LENGTH OF
MARRIAGE WARRANTING
PERMANENT ALIMONY FROM
THE LENGTH OF MARRIAGE
WARRANTING LDA?

The law is manifest. “There is no
bright line rule that divides the dura-

tion of a marriage that warrants an
award of permanent alimony from
the duration of a marriage that is too
brief for an award of permanent
alimony.”21 Why is this? If it is a key
threshold factor, shouldn’t the courts
provide some guidance? Although
there is no ‘magic number’ separating
a short-term marriage from a long-
term marriage, the case law of New
Jersey does suggest that marriages
lasting less than 10 years are general-
ly considered shorter-term marriages
not warranting permanent alimony.22

Similarly, the case law indicates
that marriages lasting from nine
years to as long as 14 years may be
considered “intermediate mar-
riages,” warranting an award of
either LDA or permanent alimony,
depending on the circumstances.23

IN MARRIAGES OF INTERMEDIATE
DURATION, WHAT FACTORS DO
COURTS CONSIDER WHEN
DETERMINING BETWEEN AN
AWARD OF PERMANENT
ALIMONY OR LDA?

Although Cox is clear that all of
the factors outlined in N.J.S.A.
2A:34-23 should be considered
when determining between perma-
nent alimony and LDA, the case law
of New Jersey indicates the courts
give greater deference to the follow-
ing factors discussed below, namely:
1) economic need/earning capacity
(including impact of children and
childcare responsibilities); 2) contri-
butions/sacrifices made by the sup-
ported spouse [or lack thereof] dur-
ing the marriage and whether the
supported spouse was financially
prejudiced as a result thereof; 3)
existence of a marital partnership;
and, 4) marital standard of living.

Below is a summary of cases
demonstrating the court’s focus on
each of the above-referenced fac-
tors when determining whether to
award permanent alimony or LDA.

Economic Need/Earning Capacity
(Including Age of Dependents and
Impact of Children)
• Valente v. Valente, 2009 WL

169294 (N.J. Super. A.D.). The
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Appellate Division reversed the
trial court’s decision awarding
permanent alimony in a marriage
of 11 years and nine months.
When determining that perma-
nent alimony was not appropri-
ate in the “intermediate length”
marriage, the Appellate Division
focused on the young age of the
wife (40), the fact that she had a
college degree and worked prior
to the marriage earning $24,000
per year (although she did not
work during the marriage), the
fact that the parties’ children
were now old enough to be in
school full time, and the fact that
the wife was in good health and
“perfectly capable of supporting
herself and the family unit.”24 The
court placed little, if any, weight
on the fact that the parties
enjoyed a very high marital
lifestyle, supported by the fact
that the husband was a success-
ful businessman who earned an
average of $323,000 over the
three years prior to the com-
plaint for divorce.25

• Schwartz v. Schwartz, 2005
WL 2861023 (N.J. Super.
A.D.). In a nine-year marriage
where the husband earned
approximately $100,000-
$150,000 and the wife did not
work, the Appellate Division
reversed the trial court’s award
of permanent alimony. The
Schwartz Appellate Division
focused on the following facts:
the wife had a college degree,
was employed for six years dur-
ing the beginning of the mar-
riage earning $22,000, was
young, and was fully capable of
returning to the work force to
regain her earning potential.26

• Pollack v. Pollack, 2005 WL
2649331 (N.J. Super. A.D.).
The Appellate Division affirmed
the trial court’s award of perma-
nent alimony, focusing on the fact
that the wife had not worked out-
side of the home during the par-
ties’ marriage of over 12 years.

• Doctoroff v. Doctoroff, 2007
WL 2728415, 1 (N.J. Super.

A.D.). Although not referencing
the length of marriage, the court
provided for LDA of 12 months
in order to allow the wife to
complete her residency and pro-
vide “an appropriate period of
transition into her new employ-
ment” as a family practitioner.

• KhatKhat v. Hussein, 2008
WL 1744485, 1 (N.J. Super.
A.D.). In a marriage of approxi-
mately five years, the wife was
entitled to LDA. The wife had a
minimal earning capacity of
$202 per week, whereas the hus-
band earned $56,725 per year. In
addition to the discrepancy in
income/education between the
parties, the wife had limited Eng-
lish skills and needed to obtain a
high school equivalency degree
in order to support the young
children of the family.

• Finne v. Finne, 2008 WL
2078504, 5-6 (N.J. Super. A.D.).
An award of LDA for nine years
was affirmed on appeal. The par-
ties were married for 10 years.
The husband earned between
$70,000 and $78,000 during the
last three years of the marriage.
The wife worked as a bartender
before and during the marriage,
earning between $7,000 and
$10,000 per year. The parties had
no children. The Appellate Divi-
sion noted that the trial court
focused on the fact that the wife
did not forego all of her earning
potential during the marriage.
Since the wife continued in her
employment as a bartender dur-
ing the marriage (although on a
reduced basis), and she was able
to support herself prior to the
marriage, the LDA would allow a
sufficient transfer of earning
power to the wife.

• MacFarland v. MacFarland,
2008 WL 2415260 (N.J. Super.
A.D.). The Appellate Division
affirmed the trial court’s award
of permanent alimony in a mar-
riage of approximately 30 years,
focusing on the discrepancy in
income between the parties and
the wife’s need for support from

her husband to pay her bills.
• Pack-Eisenberg v. Gechtman,

2006 WL 1749627 (N.J. Super.
A.D.). The Appellate Division
noted, in dicta, that the trial
court denied alimony despite the
length of the parties’ 37-year
marriage, because the wife
earned more than the husband
during the marriage.

• Booth v. Booth, 2006 WL
2056862 (N.J. Super. A.D.).
The Appellate Division affirmed
a four-year term LDA award on a
three-year marriage based upon
the financial need of the wife,
whose salary as a schoolteacher
did not cover the monthly living
expenses of her and the minor
child.

• Palmiere v. Cortes-Palmiere,
2006 WL 2096066, 4-5 (N.J.
Super. A.D.). The Appellate Divi-
sion affirmed the trial court’s
denial of LDA in a six-year mar-
riage, but premised the affirma-
tion on the fact that the trial court
appropriately determined alimo-
ny was not warranted due to the
assets the wife would be receiv-
ing in equitable distribution.

• Kotbi v. Kotbi, 2008 WL
3914870, 6 (N.J. Super. App.
Div.). The Appellate Division
reversed the trial court’s denial of
alimony in a nine-year marriage
on grounds that the trial court
failed to examine whether the
wife had a financial need for LDA.

• Fuzer v. Fuzer, 2008 WL
2120860, 4 (N.J. Super. A.D.).
The Appellate Division affirmed
an award of LDA for a term of four
years on a marriage of 10 years,
where the parties had no chil-
dren, the husband was imputed
$100,000 to $120,000 of income,
and the wife was imputed
$30,000 of income. The Appellate
Division explained that the award
of limited duration was appropri-
ate due to the discrepancy of
income and earning potential
between the parties, as well as
the marital standard of living.

• Whitesell v. Whitesell, 2006
WL 1302407, 4 (N.J. Super.
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A.D.). The Appellate Division
affirmed an LDA award of one
year in a 2.5 year marriage, since
such “financial relief” was neces-
sary due to the special needs of
the parities’ minor child, and in
order “to permit the child to gain
in age and the wife to re-enter
the employment market…”)

Contributions/Sacrifices Made by
Supported Spouse [or Lack Thereof]
During the Marriage and Whether
the Supported Spouse Was
Financially Prejudiced as a Result
• Weaver v. Weaver, 2005 WL

1562798 (N.J. Super. A.D.).
The Appellate Division reversed
the trial court’s award of perma-
nent alimony in a 14-year mar-
riage (although the parties were
separated after 12.5 years). When
determining that LDA, not per-
manent alimony, was appropri-
ate, the Appellate Division
focused on the fact that the wife
did not contribute to the mar-
riage by way of being a home-
maker and childcare provider,
nor did she forego any earning
potential during the marriage.
Specifically, the Weaver Appel-
late Division opined:

Although an award of permanent
alimony, as opposed to limited dura-
tion alimony, may be ultimately war-
ranted, the record on appeal does not
support the traditional rationale for
an award of permanent alimony, as
outlined in Cox, supra, 335 N.J. Super.
at 482-83. Specifically, it does not
appear that an award of permanent
alimony was ordered by the trial court
to compensate defendant for the
value of benefits she conferred upon
plaintiff by being responsible for
homemaking and child rearing, with
the primary benefit to plaintiff being
an increase in his earning capacity.
Here, the record reflects that both par-
ties actively pursued their chosen
careers, seemingly largely unaffected
by their roles in the marriage. For the
same reasons, the findings of the trial
court do not support a conclusion that
the permanent alimony award was to

compensate defendant for the oppor-
tunity costs of homemaking causing
lost earnings through the years due to
her assuming the major responsibility
for the home. We also discern no
“transfer of earning power” to have
occurred during the parties’ marriage
that would have been characterized
by defendant’s efforts to increase the
earning capacity of plaintiff at the
expense of her own. Rather, as noted,
it appears that both parties advanced
their education and careers, worked
throughout the marriage, and both
significantly increased their earning
capacities during that time. Of course,
without further findings, we can reach
no definitive conclusions on the
alimony issue. A remand is necessary
for the court to address and assess
these relevant considerations.27

• Robertson v. Robertson, 381
N.J. Super. 199 (App. Div.
2005). The trial court’s award of
permanent alimony to the wife
in a 12-year marriage was
affirmed, since the wife had sac-
rificed her earning potential to
be the primary caretaker of the
three minor children. The hus-
band was thus able to excel in
his career (earning in excess of
$200,000). It was improbable the
wife could maintain the marital
standard of living on her earning
potential alone, although it was
likely permanent alimony would
be decreased once the youngest
child reached age 16.

• Naik v. Naik, 399 N.J. Super.
390, 392 (App. Div. 2008).
Apart from support mandated by
an immigration affidavit of sup-
port (Form I-864EZ), the wife in
a less-than-three-year marriage
was not entitled to LDA since the
parties were young, no children
were born of the marriage, the
parties were in good health, the
wife was well educated, and the
marriage did not absent the wife
from the job market.

Marital Partnership
• Anunobi v. Anunobi, 2008 WL

2677993 (N.J. Super. A.D.). In

a four-year marriage where the
wife left the husband with the
parties’ children after two years
in order to obtain a law degree,
the wife was not entitled to LDA,
since there was no semblance of
a marital partnership.

• Ferrier v. Anastos Ferrier,
2005 WL 3617896, 15-18 (N.J.
Super. A.D.). LDA was not war-
ranted in a five-year marriage,
since the wife had not been
financially prejudiced during the
parties’ “short-term marriage.”
The trial court concluded that
since permanent alimony would
not be awarded under these cir-
cumstances, LDA could not be
awarded, since a party “must
qualify for permanent alimony
but for the limited duration of
the marriage” before an award of
LDA may be considered. Affirm-
ing the decision of the trial
court, the Appellate Division
stressed the wife’s earning
potential had not been adversely
impacted by the marriage, and
the parties, who lived in separate
states and pursued separate pur-
suits throughout the marriage,
never had a “marital partnership”
that would support an award of
alimony.

Marital Standard of Living
• Tarantino v. Tarantino, 2006

WL 572197, 3-4 (N.J. Super.
A.D.). In a five-year marriage, the
Appellate Division affirmed an
award of LDA for a period of five
years. The wife, who did not
require further education to
obtain a substantial earning
capacity as a lawyer, required
financial support to maintain the
extremely high standard of living
established during the marriage.
The husband’s earnings averaged
approximately $743,000 during
the last three years of the par-
ties’ marriage. The Appellate Divi-
sion also noted that the award of
LDA recognized the non-eco-
nomic contributions made by
the wife during the marriage,
which included her decision to
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seek a less demanding job in a
small firm so she could maintain
the household and entertain the
husband’s clients so he could
increase his earning potential.

• Weimer v. Weimer, 2005 WL
3148504, 4 (N.J. Super. A.D.).
The Appellate Division reversed
the trial court’s award of LDA for
a period of eight years on a mar-
riage of approximately 10 years,
due to the trial court’s failure to
take into consideration the mari-
tal standard of living in a situa-
tion where the wife did not
work outside of the home during
the marriage. The wife’s highest
income before the marriage was
$23,000, while the husband had
earned between $263,000 and
$407,794 during the last three
years of the marriage (although
he was voluntarily unemployed
at the time of the divorce).

• Wardencki v. Wardencki, 2001
WL 1827519, 2 (N.J. Super.
A.D.). The appellate panel
affirmed an award of permanent
alimony in a marriage of approxi-
mately 10 years—noting that the
trial court focused heavily on the
marital standard of living and, in
particular, the fact that “had the
parties not divorced, they would
be enjoying a new home and
vacationing on their boat.” The
court also focused on the fact that
during the marriage, the wife sup-
ported the husband financially
while he reduced his employ-
ment to part-time so he could fur-
ther his education.

• Cetin v. Cetin, 2006 WL 20560,
6 (N.J. Super. A.D.). The Appel-
late Division concluded that the
trial court’s award of 2.5 years of
reimbursement alimony on a 6.5
year marriage, which was based
upon the fact that the wife
forewent her own employment
to work in the husband’s store,
should have correctly been char-
acterized as LDA.

• E.I. v. L.I., 2006 WL 1764473, 8
(N.J. Super. A.D.). In a marriage of
approximately 10 years, the Appel-
late Division affirmed an LDA

award of three years in a situation
where the wife earned 25,000, the
husband earned $87,000, and the
husband had custody of the chil-
dren. The court concluded that the
receipt of LDA would enable the
wife to “live the same modest
lifestyle the parties had acquired
while living together.”

• De Saro v. De Saro, 2005 WL
3879582, 5 (N.J. Super. A.D.).
The Appellate Division reversed
the trial court’s decision to award
LDA of one year on a marriage
lasting only one year since the
trial court failed to consider the
wife’s receipt of substantial equi-
table distribution, coupled with
her own earning capacity, and
the bad faith she demonstrated
during the proceedings, which
precluded an award of LDA.

• Dubois v. Brodeur, 2007 WL
2012387 (N.J. Super. A.D.). The
Appellate Division reversed the
trial court’s award of permanent
alimony to the wife on a 7.5-year
marriage. The husband was a pro-
fessional hockey player, who
earned millions of dollars during
the marriage. The Appellate Divi-
sion noted that the 7.5-year mar-
riage was of neither short or long
duration, but was “decidedly clos-
er” to a being considered one of
short duration.28The Appellate Divi-
sion noted that even though the
wife would never be able to main-
tain the standard of living estab-
lished during the marriage without
the support of the husband, such a
finding in an intermediate-length
marriage did not require an award
of permanent alimony.29 The Appel-
late Division then opined that
based on the length of the relation-
ship, the young age of the wife, the
age of the minor children, and the
wife’s responsibilities as caretaker
for the children, the wife was enti-
tled to LDA, rather than permanent
alimony.

• Morse v. Morse, 2007 WL
3101687 (N.J. Super. A.D.).
The Appellate Division reversed
the trial court’s denial of alimony
in a 25-year marriage based on

the trial court’s error in deter-
mining the wife did not need
support in order to maintain the
marital standard of living.

• Ceca v. Ceca, 2007 WL
1745306, 4 (App. Div. 2007).
The Appellate Division reversed
the trial court’s award of LDA for
a term of 10 years on a marriage
of approximately six years, based
on the court’s determination
that the trial court failed to make
any determinations concerning
marital lifestyle and the wife’s
current need related to the mari-
tal lifestyle.

WHAT GUIDANCE DOES THE
STATUTE PROVIDE REGARDING
THE APPROPRIATE LENGTH OF
LDA?

The Legislature provided only
vague directive regarding a court’s
determination of the length of an
award of LDA. Specifically, N.J.S.A.
2A:34-23(c) provides:

In determining the length of the term,
the court shall consider the length of
time it would reasonably take for the
recipient to improve his or her earning
capacity to a level where limited dura-
tion alimony is no longer appropriate.

Although the statute indicates
that the term of LDA should coin-
cide with the amount of time nec-
essary for the supported spouse to
improve his or her earning poten-
tial “to a level where limited dura-
tion alimony is no longer appropri-
ate,” the statute provides no guid-
ance on what constitutes a situation
where LDA is “no longer appropri-
ate.” Unfortunately, as detailed
below, the case law of New Jersey is
also silent regarding what degree of
earning capacity is sufficient to
reach a “level where limited dura-
tion alimony is no longer appropri-
ate.”30 Further, the authors point out
that this ‘standard’ flies in the face
of the language in Cox, which
appears to hold to the contrary.

The Cox Appellate Division
emphasized that unlike rehabilita-
tive or reimbursement alimony,
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“[l]imited duration alimony is not
intended to facilitate the earning
capacity of a dependent spouse or
to make a sacrificing spouse whole,
but rather to address those circum-
stances where an economic need
for alimony is established, but the
marriage was of short-term dura-
tion such that permanent alimony
is not appropriate.”31 Therefore, it
appears a contradiction exists in
the law, which requires either cor-
rection or clarification.

WHAT FACTORS DO THE COURTS
EXAMINE WHEN DETERMINING
THE APPROPRIATE DURATIONS
OF LDA?

In the seminal case of Gordon v.
Rozenwald,32 the Appellate Division
explained that the duration of an
LDA award must be based on “his-
torical” factors existing during the
marriage, and must not be based on
speculations about future circum-
stances. Specifically, the Gordon
court declared:

The length of a term of limited dura-
tion alimony is based primarily upon
the historical facts of the marital
enterprise, not predictions about
future events…

The premise for a term of limited
duration alimony under N.J.S.A.
2A:34-23c is primarily historical not
predictive and it is not based upon
estimates about financial circum-
stances at the time of termination.
Thus, the end date of a term of limit-
ed duration alimony is the equivalent
of an arrangement to terminate sup-
port at a predetermined time or event,
regardless of need.33

Although the authors may agree
with this stated purpose, more
direction is needed. Further, the lan-
guage of Gordon quoted above
appears to contradict the statutory
mandate that requires a court,
when determining the term of LDA,
to consider the supported spouse’s
future ability to “improve his or her
earning capacity to a level where
limited duration alimony is no
longer appropriate.”34

In other words, how can a court
determine how long it will take a
spouse to “improve his or her earn-
ing potential to a level where limit-
ed duration alimony is no longer
appropriate” without taking into
consideration “estimates about
financial circumstances at the time
of termination?35”

Perhaps due to the inconsistency
between the statute’s directive
requiring predictions regarding
future earning capacity and the lan-
guage of Gordon prohibiting pre-
dictions about future events when
determining the term of LDA, the
courts of New Jersey consistently
rely upon predictions when deter-
mining the length of an award of
LDA.36

Notwithstanding the directive of
N.J.S.A. 2A:34-23(c) and the law of
Gordon, the courts frequently
default to the ages of the children
when determining the length of
LDA. Indeed, the ages of the parties’
children weighs more heavily in a
court’s determination on the length
of LDA than it does in the court’s
determination of whether perma-
nent or LDA should be awarded.37

As a final point, it must be noted
that although the law is clear that
an award of LDA should be of an
amount to help the supported
spouse maintain the standard of liv-
ing, the law is also clear that a
spouse’s absolute inability to ever
maintain the standard of living does
not warrant permanent alimony.38

Consequently, the following ques-
tion is raised: In situations where a
spouse will never be able to reach
an earning potential that will
enable him or her to achieve the
marital standard on his or her own,
when is his or her receipt of LDA
“no longer appropriate” pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 2A:34-23(c)?

CLOSING REMARKS
The authors suggest that when it

comes to the amount of permanent
or LDA, and to a lesser degree the
duration of LDA (once determined
appropriate), a full consideration of
all statutory factors is certainly

required. However, when determin-
ing the threshold question of ‘per-
manent’ vs. ‘LDA,’ the length of the
marriage is a factor that has been
elevated above all others. Therefore,
the authors suggest the rule of law
established by Cox requires a clear
definition, by the Legislature or the
courts, of the following terms:

• short-term marriage
• intermediate-length marriage
• long-term marriage

The number of years associated
with each of the foregoing terms
should be a clear and unequivocal
number, no matter what other con-
siderations are in play. The authors
do no suggest that the length of the
marriage should be the only consid-
eration, but it certainly should be
the predominant one. However,
since it has been made, according
to the Cox decision, a threshold fac-
tor, the bench and bar should be
told the exact number of years that
places the marriage into one of
these categories. The determination
of this threshold issue cannot be
left to guesswork. Guesswork hurts
families by causing uncertainty in
outcome. Therefore, the authors
suggest the number of years to be
associated with the following terms
should be:

• short-term marriage: one to nine
years

• intermediate-length marriage: 10
to 15 years

• long-term marriage: 16 and over

The number of years associated
with each of the foregoing terms is
consistent with the case law and
current societal norms.

The authors are hopeful this arti-
cle has not only broadened the
reader’s mind on the current status
of the law concerning limited dura-
tion alimony, but has further
sparked debate regarding whether
more precise definitions or guide-
lines regarding the length of a mar-
riage are in order. �
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“financial relief” was neces-
sary due to the special needs
of the parities’ minor child,
and in order “to permit the
child to gain in age and the
wife to re-enter the employ-
ment market…”).

38. Dubois v. Brodeur, 2007 WL
2012387 (N.J. Super. A.D.)
(Reversing the trial court’s
award of permanent alimony
to the wife on a 7.5-year mar-
riage, and noting that although
the wife would never be able
to maintain the standard of liv-
ing established during the
marriage without the support
of the husband, such a finding
in a short term marriage did
not require an award of per-

manent alimony).
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In years past, a payor spouse seek-
ing a downward modification of
his or her support obligations
had an uphill battle. To be suc-

cessful on such a post-judgment
application, the payor spouse need-
ed to demonstrate the reduction in
income was involuntary, and that he
or she utilized his or her best efforts
to secure comparable employment.
This included hiring headhunters,
sending out numerous resumes, vis-
iting career websites, going on
interviews, and actively seeking
new employment.

Additionally, the application
could not be made until the payor
could establish that either the peri-
od of unemployment or the reduc-
tion in income was no longer ‘tem-
porary.’ Our case law provides that
temporary unemployment is an
insufficient basis to modify support
obligations.1 Often, the payor
spouse needed to endure over a
year of unemployment or a reduc-
tion of income until he or she could
file such an application and have a
chance of being successful.

Judges viewed a payor spouse’s
application to reduce support
obligations with initial disbelief. The
payor’s proofs were critically scruti-
nized. Not only did the court exam-
ine the reasons for the payor’s
reduction in income, but also
whether meaningful efforts were
made to obtain comparable
employment. Judges also examined
whether there were any changes to
the payor’s lifestyle, whether there
was an increase in borrowing, and

whether the payor depleted assets
to either pay support or other
expenses.

This article encourages attorneys
and family judges to think creative-
ly about addressing the unique cir-
cumstances the current economic
crisis presents. A rigid application
of our legal principles alone will
not promote fairness. These eco-
nomic realities require a different
problem-solving approach, so our
families weather this economic
storm together.

AN UNPREDICTABLE ECONOMY
Today’s economic climate is best

described as unpredictable. There is
no question New Jersey, as well as
our entire country, is experiencing
an economic crisis. New Jersey’s
workforce was reduced by 19,700
jobs in February 2009.2 The state’s
unemployment rate soared to 8.2
percent, which is the highest since
December 1992. Certain industries
are plagued by high unemployment
rates. The hardest hit industry was
construction. Professional man-
agers, legal services, and traffic col-
lectors are also suffering.

The brunt of the economic
downturn disproportionately
affects less-educated workers. The
unemployment rate for workers
without a college degree is higher
than for workers with a college
degree. There is a higher rate of job
loss in construction and retail.3

Many economists predict the unem-
ployment rate will hit 10 percent
toward the end of 2009. The only

two sectors that are predicted to
add workers in 2009 are education
and health services.4

The average workweek in March
2009 dropped to 33.2 hours, which
is a record low.5 As the economic
crisis has reduced sales and profits,
companies are laying off workers
and resorting to other cost-saving
measures, including reducing hours,
furloughs, and freezing or cutting
pay just to survive the tempest.

The sting of reduced income is
even more piercing given other
economic realities. It is difficult to
borrow money. Savings and invest-
ments that people have worked so
hard to accumulate are now down
by 30-50 percent, even for the savvy
investor. It used to be that a family
going through difficult financial
times could sell their house, take
the equity, and move into smaller
housing or into a rental. In this eco-
nomic climate, many people cannot
sell their homes for a profit.

To make matters worse for fami-
ly part judges, even the most
notable economists disagree on
how long this depression will last.
According to a December 2008 sur-
vey of 50 professional forecasters
by blue chip economic indicators,
the economy should have bot-
tomed out and gradually started
growing by the time you read this
article.6 Many economists are much
more pessimistic.

Nouriel Roubini, professor of eco-
nomics at New York University, fore-
sees “a deep and protracted contrac-
tion” lasting at least until the end of

Current Economic Depression Requires a
New Approach to Post-Judgment
Modification Applications
by Robin C. Bogan
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2009. He further anticipated that
even in 2010 recovery may be so
weak we will still feel the effects,
even if the recession is over.7

Moody’s Economy.com predicts
employers around the country will
add jobs in 2010, but that the
amount of jobs will not reach the
number existing prior to the reces-
sion until late 2011. An even gloomi-
er outlook from another consulting
firm, IHS Global Insight, is that we
will not attain the jobs existing pre-
recession until the third quarter of
2012.8 Even if the recession ends this
year, companies will delay hiring
until they feel the economy is out of
the woods and in a true recovery.9

OUR GUIDING LEGAL PRINCIPLES
While the present state of the

economy requires both family
lawyers and judges to think cre-
atively, an analysis of a post-judg-
ment application for a reduction in
support must begin with our long-
standing legal framework. At the
outset, New Jersey courts recognize
a number of scenarios that consti-
tute “changed circumstances.” A
decrease in the supporting spouse’s
income is one such situation.10 It is
the obligor’s burden of persuasion
to prove there is a change in cir-
cumstances warranting a modifica-
tion of support.11

The seminal case of Lepis estab-
lished the approach courts must
take when faced with a request for
modification of child support or
alimony.12 Procedurally, a payor
seeking a downward modification
of support must initially demon-
strate there are sufficient changed
circumstances that have impaired
the ability of the payor to support
him or herself, which warrants a
modification. If that threshold bur-
den is met, a court may order dis-
covery of both parties’ financial cir-
cumstances. It is then within the
judge’s discretion whether there
are genuine issues of material fact
requiring a hearing.

In Lepis, the Supreme Court stat-
ed that N.J.S.A. 2A:34-23 provides
the family courts with equitable

power to modify alimony and sup-
port orders at any time.13 As a result
of this judicial authority, alimony
and support orders only define the
present obligations of the former
spouses. Those duties are always
subject to review and modification
upon a showing of changed cir-
cumstances.14

As stated in Larbig, every single
motion to modify an alimony oblig-
ation “rests upon its own particular
footing and the appellate court
must give due recognition to the
wide discretion which our law
rightly affords to the trial judges
who deal with these matters.”15 In
most cases, courts will make a mod-
ification to render the situation
equitable and fair.16

As explained in Larbig, there is
no bright line rule to measure
when changes in circumstance
have taken place long enough to
want a modification of a support
obligation. Such matters depend
upon the discretionary determina-
tions family part judges make in
light of their experience, and by
taking into consideration all rele-
vant circumstances presented.17

In modifying the support obliga-
tion, the trial court must determine
what is equitable and fair under all
the circumstances.18 This demands
not only an examination of the par-
ties’ earnings, but also how they
have spent their income and uti-
lized their assets.19 In Donnelly, the
trial judge recognized it would be
inequitable for the obligor’s sup-
port obligations to be reduced
while he maintained a lavish
lifestyle at the obligee’s and the
children’s expense.20

When a payor files an applica-
tion seeking a downward modifica-
tion of support, the inquiry then
turns on his or her ability to pay.21 In
analyzing whether a downward
modification is appropriate, the
judge may consider not only the
payor’s income, but also his or her
respective assets.22 Thus, the payor
shoulders not only the burden of
showing the financial changes he or
she experienced, and that those

changes are permanent, but also an
inability to pay the level of support
either ordered or agreed upon.

If a court does order a down-
ward modification in support, child
support can only be retroactively
modified back to the date the
motion is filed with the court.23

There is no statute barring retroac-
tive modification of alimony to a
date prior to the filing date of the
application.

THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX
Family court, as a court of equity,

strives for fair results based upon all
of the circumstances. Due to the
current economic climate, attor-
neys and judges need to adopt a
slightly different approach to post-
judgment applications for reduc-
tions in support.

Unpredictability of Economic Impact
The author believes the court

should consider treating such post-
judgment applications like pen-
dente lite support applications.
New Jersey has long recognized the
judiciary’s authority to award tem-
porary financial support pending a
full investigation of a case.24 Pen-
dente lite practice involves the
court making a support determina-
tion based upon incomplete infor-
mation contained in client certifica-
tions. Pendente lite support, since it
is temporary, can be retroactively
modified upon a showing that the
court’s original award was not
based on accurate information.25

Similar to a pendente lite appli-
cation, but due to the unpre-
dictability of the current economy,
a judge has incomplete information
when analyzing these post-judg-
ment applications seeking a reduc-
tion in support obligations. For
some, the economic downturn will
have permanent effects, and for oth-
ers, while the economic impact will
be devastating, it may only last a
year or two. For example, a 55-year-
old Wall Street executive may never
be able to duplicate prior earnings
in the financial industry. In contrast,
consider the employee who suffers
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a 50 percent reduction in income
for a two-year period, or does not
receive bonuses or commissions,
which were a significant piece of
the income upon which support
was based.

Given the uncertainty, judges
may reduce support obligations on
imputed income that never materi-
alizes. How does a judge impute
income to an individual in the
financial industry who has earned
between $200,000 and $300,000
over the last three years and is now
unemployed for nine months? In
this scenario, a judge’s imputation
may miss the mark because there is
nothing a judge can rely upon to
determine what this individual is
capable of earning in the future
until some time passes, a diligent
job search is conducted and possi-
bly another job obtained.

If a court determines a payor
spouse is entitled to some relief,
whether it is a reduction in sup-
port, suspension of partial or full
payments, or that assets will be uti-
lized for a certain period of time,
there should be a subsequent
review. This review may be part of a
separate application, or if the par-
ties agree, they could attend media-
tion to make adjustments based
upon full information at a later
time. This relief should also be made
retroactive to the filing of the first
application. Such a review would
take place either upon the payor
spouse obtaining new employment
or periodically (every six months or
every year), depending upon the
facts of each case.

The unpredictability makes it dif-
ficult for judges as well as practi-
tioners. By treating these applica-
tions like pendente lite support
applications, judges are able to
compel the production of updated
additional information and make
adjustments. This resolves the prob-
lem created by families who need
immediate relief, presenting judges
with insufficient information to
make a final ruling. These cases will
need subsequent review and moni-
toring. However, we need to be sen-

sitive to litigation costs, which
these families are even less able to
afford, and encourage them to
attend mediation or order mandato-
ry periodic private reviews prior to
filing subsequent applications with
the court.

This approach recognizes both
parties have to share some of the
financial burden that has impacted
their family. It also recognizes these
circumstances may either be short-
lived or long-lasting.

Timing of Applications
The difficulty for the payor

spouse is to determine how long to
wait before bringing a motion seek-
ing to reduce support obligations.
Clearly, if the application is made
too soon, litigation costs may be
incurred and the application
denied. However, the longer the
payor spouse waits, credit card debt
increases or assets are depleted, and
the relief can only be made retroac-
tive to the date when the motion is
filed. Still, in these tough economic
times, the author believes a payor
spouse should wait at least six
months prior to filing an applica-
tion.

New Middle Ground Approach
The author’s experience is that

there has been a shift in the way
judges are approaching these appli-
cations. Prior to the current eco-
nomic crisis, the court viewed
these applications with heightened
skepticism. Today, payors are readily
given the benefit of the doubt that
our economy has contributed to a
reduction in their income.

To achieve fairness, the author
believes we need a middle ground
approach. The courts need to
remember that supported spouses
have relied upon court ordered or
agreed upon support in budgeting
and making financial decisions. Sup-
ported spouses have entered into
mortgages, auto leases, and other
fixed expenses based upon the sup-
port they were entitled to receive.

This new approach should not
abandon the level of judicial scruti-

ny that has been previously applied
to these applications. The payor
spouse needs to demonstrate a sig-
nificant salary reduction or unem-
ployment, and link that loss in
income to the current economic
climate. The payor’s application
needs to provide details of his or
her efforts to obtain employment,
efforts to borrow, and assets he or
she utilized to pay expenses. If the
payor spouse is able to demonstrate
and provide credible evidence that
there has been a significant and
involuntary reduction in income,
the problem is that no one can pre-
dict how long these circumstances
will last.

At the same time, the concept of
alimony is based on marriage being
a shared enterprise. Both parties
made financial and non-financial
contributions to the marriage.
Alimony is recognition of the sup-
ported spouse’s contributions to
the marriage. If the parties were liv-
ing together and faced an econom-
ic crisis, joint decisions would be
made as to how to financially sur-
vive. Now that the parties are
divorced, the payor spouse should
not be required to carry the entire
burden of the financial effects of
this economic crisis. If each party
received equitable distribution, a
payor spouse should not be
required to deplete all his or her
assets, or to put him or herself fur-
ther into debt, without the payee
being required to make similar
financial adjustments.

Attorneys need to assist judges
in analyzing these applications by
coming up with creative ‘game
plans’ for the family to survive the
current economic depression. If the
family cannot borrow from finan-
cial institutions, a plan may include
borrowing from a third party, such
as a family member or a friend at a
low interest rate. There may be pro-
posed spending cuts. There must be
an exchange of information to keep
both parties informed. In most
cases, mediation may be much
more cost effective than litigation
and a plenary hearing.
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The current economic circum-
stances require creative interven-
tion. This article presents just a few
of the arguments attorneys can
make to encourage and convince
family judges to adopt fair and equi-
table resolutions in response to the
unpredictable economy. Thinking
outside the box is the only way to
achieve fairness in these uncertain
economic times. �
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As a result of the econom-
ic crisis this country is
presently facing, it is no
surprise that the court

system has been flooded with hun-
dreds of applications in the last sev-
eral months whereby litigants are
requesting a reduction and/or ter-
mination in their support obliga-
tions due to an involuntary loss of
employment. The issue lawyers and
judges are grappling with is how to
reconcile the prevailing legal con-
cept that a temporary loss of
employment does not warrant a
modification of support when the
unemployment rates in this ‘new’
economy are staggering and the
prospect of finding employment is
daunting.

This article is not intended to be
instructive, but rather to provoke
thought regarding reasonable
approaches to both sides of this
argument. They are as follows:

REPRESENTING THE PAYOR
Assuming the payor recently lost

his or her job due to a reduction in
workforce, a family law practition-
er’s argument may begin with
reliance on N.J.S.A. 2A:34-23, which
holds in pertinent part:

Pending any matrimonial action
brought in this State or elsewhere, or
after judgment of divorce or mainte-
nance, whether obtained in this State
or elsewhere, the court may make
such order as to the alimony or main-
tenance of the parties, and also as to
the care, custody, education and

maintenance of the children, or any of
them, as the circumstances of the par-
ties and the nature of the case shall
render fit, reasonable and just, and
require reasonable security for the
due observance of such orders....
Orders so made may be revised and
altered by the court from time to time
as circumstances may require.1

Citation to the landmark case
Lepis v. Lepis2 would also be appro-
priate, noting that “...courts have
recognized ‘changed circum-
stances’ that warrant modification
in a variety of settings” including a
“...decrease in the supporting
spouse’s income.”3

After providing the court with
the statutory authority and case law
that allows it to amend the payor’s
support obligation, it may be pru-
dent to remind the court of the
unprecedented economic times.
Robin Bogan has provided an
overview of some statistics on the
current state of the economy in her
article contained elsewhere in this
issue of New Jersey Family Lawyer.
Based on the opinions of top econ-
omists, the payor’s employment
prospects may be bleak.

Demonstrating the payor’s dili-
gent efforts to obtain new employ-
ment, evidenced by volumes of
resumes he or she has sent, along
with each and every rejection let-
ter, is essential. This will assist the
court in concluding that despite the
payor’s extensive job search, he or
she has been unable to obtain
employment at a comparable

income or at all. Urge the court to
grant relief to your client, even if
temporary in nature. If the payor
has absolutely no income or
prospect of income in the future,
which is not a product of his or her
own making but rather a result of
the economic times we presently
live in, then relief must be granted.

The argument may conclude by
relying on “the important policy of
recognizing that marriage is an
adaptive economic and social part-
nership.”4 As noted in the Bogan
article, if the parties were still mar-
ried they would weather the storm
together.

REPRESENTING THE PAYEE
On the other hand, the argument

from the attorney representing the
payee will likely dismiss the “poor
economic times argument” and
focus on the reality that “courts
have consistently rejected requests
for modification based on circum-
stances which are only tempo-
rary...”5 In fact, in 2006 the Appellate
Division expanded the definition of
temporary when it held, in Larbig
v. Larbig,6 that “in light of the tim-
ing” the trial court did not abuse its
discretion when it denied the hus-
band’s application for a reduction
in support when the application
was filed “only 20 months after the
execution of the PSA.” Thus, “any
change was anything other than
temporary.”7

Unless significant time has
passed, it will be noted that the
payor has not made a prima facia

Involuntary Loss of Employment in the
New Economy: A Temporary Change of
Circumstance or the Basis for Modification?
by Elizabeth M. Vinhal
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showing of a change in circum-
stances as “...in all probability his
unemployment is only tempo-
rary....there is nothing in the record
before us to indicate that the defen-
dant is incapacitated or otherwise
incapable of working or that his
unemployment is other than tem-
porary.”8

It is important to stress that it is
irrelevant that the economy is in
decline. The fact of the matter is
that case law is clear that unless a
payor can show that his or her cir-
cumstances are not temporary in
nature, he or she has not shown a
change of circumstances, and,
therefore, a termination or reduc-
tion in support is not warranted.

RECONCILING THE TWO
APPROACHES

Based on the above schools of
thought, the issue remains: Does the
law need to catch up with this new
economy and allow for a reduction
and/or suspension in support oblig-
ations while payors are diligently

looking for new employment? Or,
to the contrary, should courts
remain firm in the clearly estab-
lished legal principles and deny
payors’ requests for a reduction or
suspension in their support obliga-
tions unless they can prove their
change of circumstance is perma-
nent in nature?

Unfortunately, regardless of how
desperately lawyers and judges
want a bright line rule to address
this issue, one does not exist.
Lawyers do not have the substantive
expertise to analyze this economy
or the market environment. In order
to do so, experts must be retained,
which is costly to both parties. The
trier of fact is no more able to make
a conclusion about whether the
change in circumstances is tempo-
rary or permanent. The reality of the
situation is that the drastic market
fluctuations are a moving target. The
circumstances litigants are facing
are fluid and have not stabilized.
This is an extremely uncomfortable
predicament for lawyers and judges

to be in, because both parties are
trained to attack problems and find
a solution. There is no solution.
Thus, courts must review each case
on a case-by-case basis in hopes
they can craft a fair and equitable
resolution in this new economic
environment. �
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